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GENERfiL IWTROPJCTIOIS 
The ripooaing of blua cheese involves the broakdo^m of fats 
and proteins through the activities of the respective enzymes, lipases 
and proteases. These enzymes are elaborated in large quantities by the 
penicillia employed in the ripening and are also present in small amounts 
in raw snilk. 
Flavor development in blue cheese is generally believed to be 
largely the result of fat hydrolysis* Some penicillia are capable of 
hydrolyzin^ fat v/ith an accumulation of caproic, caprylic and capric acids 
and their readily hydrolysable salts; these constituents are believed to 
be responsible for the peppery flavor of blue cheese. 'When groven under 
xmfavorable conditions the penicillia are thought to decompose the fatty 
acids to methyl ketones through a "beta-oxidatloc; the very important 
mothyl-n-amyl ketone is fonued from caprylic acid. The methyl ketones 
contribute to the typical flavor of blue cheese* 
Tho proteolytic ensytnes decompose milk proteins to their 
various degradation products, such as peptones, peptids, amino acids and 
ammoixia. Although these onzj;mQB aupposodly do not function in flavor de­
velopment, they are of importance in breaking doirnx tho cujrd to the proper 
consistency. Absence of proteolytic enaymos probably would result in 
cheese fully developed in flavor but possessing a hard brittle body. 
The time required for ripening of blue cheese is undoubtedly 
responsible for much uncertainty concerning tho quality of cheese and is 
8 
also of economic importance from the standpoint of capital turnover. 
Hence, the possibility of employing cultural methods in selecting strains 
of penioillia for the purpose of standardizing the quality of the cheese, 
as well as to reduce the time of ripening, is of importance to the cheese 
industry* 
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GEHERAL STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The object of the work reported herein was to determine thei 
1, Lipolytic and proteolytic aotivlties of various penioillia em­
ployed in the ripening of blue cheese* 
2* Relationship betvreen the llpolytio aotivltios of penicillla and 
the ripening of blue cheese, from the standpoint of (a) time of 
idpening and (b) quality of the oheese. 
3< Relationship between the proteolytic aotivlties of penioillia and 
the ripening of blue oheese* with respect to (a) time of 
ripening and (b) quality of the cheese* 
I4.. Feasibility of employing cultural methods in the seleotion of 
strains of penioillia suitable for the ripening of blue oheese* 
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GESERHL REVIEW OF LITEEATUEE 
Monufaoture of Blue Veined CheeBOB 
Various procedures have "been proposod for the manufacture of 
roquefort and related types of cheese, Marre (51) published a text in 
Yihich a method is described for the inanufaoture of roquofort cheese from 
sheep's milk. Procedures for the monufaoture of atilton and wensleydale 
oheesea were outlined by fleason (5)* Qolding (25) proposed a method of 
making \*ensleydale cheese under Canadian conditions# l-Hmder (22) reported 
a modified procedure for producing roquefort cheese in Korway, 
A method for manufacturing goats' milk roquefort cheese in 
California was suggested by Hall and Phillips (32). The product ms re­
ported to be equal in quality to imported roquefort cheese made from 
sheep's milk. 
In the United States various attempts have been made to manu­
facture a modified roquefort type cheese from cows' milk. One such method 
was published by Thom, Matheson and Currie (76), who concluded that the 
flavor and texture of cows' milk cheese can approximate that of sheep's 
milk cheese but cannot duplicate it. The investigation was continued by 
Matheson (52) and, after extensive resoairch, he outlined a detailed pro­
cedure for the manufacture of cov/s' milk roquefort cheese, which he be­
lieved could be made Buccesafully and profitably, Qoss, Nielsen and 
Mortensen (Jl) proposed a modified method for the manufacture of blue 
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cheeso from oovra' ndlk. Lane and Hanmior (lt6) suggested a method for the 
manufacture of blue cheese from homogenized cows* milk. This involved 
modifications in the manufacturing procedure other than the homogonization. 
After tm exfaenaive otudy of various factors involved in the ripening of 
blue cheese, L^e and Haimier (i+y) reported that cheese could be rather con­
sistently prepared from homogenized milk which was lighter in color, 
softer in body, possessed a more peppery flavor and riponod faster than 
cheese made from unhomogenized milk. These workers also found homogenized 
cows' milk to bo generally more satisfactory than unhomogonized goats' 
milk for the manufacture of blue cheese. Homogenization pressures of 
3000 plus 500 pounds ordinarily produced moot satisfactory results, al­
though 2000 plus 500 pounds also gave good results. 
Microorganisms of Importance in Ripening of 
Blue Veined Cheeses 
The literature dealing -with the general types of micro­
organisms associated -with iripening of blue veined cheeses reveals a close 
agreement in results obtained by vazdous investigators. Thom (7I) con­
cluded that lactic acid bacteria and Penioillium roquefortl are the only 
organisms necessary in the ripening of roquefort and related types of 
cheese; this mold was also found in stilton, gorgonsola and brinse 
cheesos* From stilton cheese Percival and Mason (39) isolated various 
organisms, including Streptooooous aoidl lactioi, a specios of Ihyrothrix, 
Penicilllum glauoum and a round form of Torulai Penioillium glaucum was 
reported to be checked in growth by the Thyrothrix. Lactic acid bacteria 
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wore predominant in the early stages of ripeningj there -was then a gradual 
decline In the number of these organisms and in the later stages of ripen­
ing Penioillium glauoum and a form of Torula were the most abundant. Thorn 
and IJatheson (75) repoi'ted the presence in roquefort cheese of various 
typos of organisms consisting of Penicillium rx)quBforti, the common lactic 
acid bacteria, including both tlie Bacillus lactia acidi and the Bacillus 
bulgariouB groups, some liquefying orgenismoji a small number of yeasts and 
the varied flora of the surface sliiae. The slime on the surface of cheese 
Tfaa not bolieved to function iia the development of cheese flavor but to 
seirve only as an index of humidity emd temperature conditions in cheese 
ripening. According to Evtme (21), the esscoitial organisms in the ripen­
ing of roquefort cheese are Streptococcus lactlcus end Penicillium 
roqueforti« The surface slims was found to consist of micrococci, rod 
forms and yeasts. Evaas also concluded that encymes contained in the 
slime are lumecesBary for the ripening of cheese* 
Psnicillia Associated vdth lUpening of 
Blue Veined Cheeses 
The mold associated with the ripening of blue veined cheeses 
was referred to by many of the earlier -vTorkers as Penicillium glauoum. 
Thorn (71)» ia studying fungi employed in cheese ripening, isolated and 
described the mold in roquefort cheese and named it Penicillium roquefoirti. 
Atteanpts have beeaa made to differentiate the various strains 
of penicillia conconried vdth blue veined cheese ripening. Of tv/elve 
cheeses examined by Steuart (68), including roquefort, gorgonzola, stilton. 
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wensleydale and blue oaerphilly» Penloilllum roqueforbl was predomiiumt in 
eight but completely absent in three. Qolding (2I4.) reported that the 
dominant mold in wensleydale cheese differed from Penioillitua roqueforti, 
since the strain from wensleydale cheese produced a slight cuoount of acid 
in whey-poptone«-litmus gelatin, whereas Penioillium roqueforti produced 
none* He also found that, when compared with the wensleydale mold* 
Penicillium roqueforti digested casein four times as iixpidly. Similarly, 
Amaudi (2) found comparatively large variations in morphologic and cul­
tural oliaracteristics of fifteen strains of penicillia isolated from an 
eqixal number of gorgonzola cheese. This investigator concluded that, by 
the? isolation and selection of cultures, strains could be obtained which 
had a more beneficial affect on cheese than others. According to Thom 
(73)» different strains of Penioillium roqueforti show such lai^e varia­
tions in their biochemical characteristics that their practical usefulness 
is affected, and differences in the strains were found to influence the 
quality of the cheese. Eight cultures of pexiicillia associated with the 
ripening of blue cheese were studied by Lane (iiS)* He found they varied 
considerably. Certain mold strains regularly produced cheese with a 
desirable flavor, whereas others were associated with cheese lacking in 
flavor or having off flavors. 
General Action of the Penicillia Associated with 
fiipeniug of Blue Veined Cheeses 
Yarioua investigators have noted that penicillia employed in 
blue veined cheese rtpening have the ability to utilize acids for their 
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devolopmont. Thorn, Mathoson and Curria (76) roportod that in the ripen­
ing of roquofo.rt ohoeso PenicilliuTO roqueforbi plays a major role. They 
bolieTod that ripening is "brought about "by the mold through onsyme produc­
tion, which causes reduction of acidity and partial decomposition of the 
fat end protein. From a study of the volatile acidity of stilton cheese, 
Hiecox (37) concluded that volatile acids produced by bacteria during tlie 
early atagos of ripening are utilised by the molds, so that there is a 
decrease in the amount of Tolatile acids after extended idpening. Laxa 
(49) found that certain volatile acids studied bj"- him were utilized by 
PenicilliuBi glaucum., Hnhn (6I) reported that Penioillium glauoum showed a 
preference for the lower fatty acids and that they were completely decom­
posed by this mold. Similarly, Bryant (8) found that the lower fatty 
aoids were utilized by Penioillium roqueforti when this mold ivaa inoculated 
into sterile skim milk containing these aoida and also that more of the 
acids of lower molecular vreight wore utilized than of higher molecular 
weight. 
Factors Affecting Growth of Various Penicillia 
From the work of different investigators, it is evident that 
the growth of Pemiclllium iroqueforti Is influenced by variatio3is in 
environmental conditions. Golding (26) reported that the growth of 
Pefnicillium aroqueforti in milk was inoreased by the addition of small 
amounts of citric acid and suggested that the type of starter might in­
fluence mold growth. In a synthetic medium acetic acid increased mold 
growth, whereas citric acid had an inhibiting effect. Laxa (14.9) 
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doteiTRinocl the effect of acetic, butyric rmd oapiylic acids on the groivth 
of Penlcilliuin roquoforti and Oidium lactia by {Trowing the inolds on media 
containing then. He reiwrtsd that the toxicity of these fatty acids in­
creased vdth th© increase in molecular weight. 
According to Bryxmt (7), mora rapid nold grovrth vra,H obtained 
when blue cheese wore inoculated v/ith new aporos than when either mycelixaa 
or old Bpores v/ero used* 
Naylor, Smith and CollinB (55) obtained the heaviest groivth of 
Penioilliu7ii roqueforbi on a synthetic medium adjusted to pH k*5 and con­
taining; a small oraount of aimaonium chloride. In an endeavor to produce a 
strong onzyrae extract from Pmicillium rogueforti, Golding (28) obtained 
excellent mold (^ro^rfch hy using a modified Dox aalt solution T.lth increased 
proportions of caseiia and dextrose, Isfaximum mold felts were obtained T/hea 
the medium contained 5 oe»t casein and 20 per cent dextrose. 
Golding (27) found that the addition of ammonium chloride to 
curd did not increase the growth of Penicillium roquefortl but had a 
slight detrimental offeot. 
Golding (29) reported that the introduction of air and oxygen, 
as trell as the removal of oai'bon dioxide, favored the grovrth of mold in 
cheose; skewering cheese was the most effective method of increasing mold 
growth. Later he subjected wensleydale cheese in steel cylinders to con­
tinuous and also to intennitteiit air pressures} altlaough both types of 
pressure increased mold grorbh in the cheese, the intermittent method gave 
the bettor results. Thorn and Currie (7U) found that, among several 
species of penicillia and aspergilli, only Penioillium roqueforti produced 
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colojOiQB shoxrlng fairly gaod development in an utmosphera of 75 ?®r cant 
carbon dloxida, xiiMch ms the equivale:it of 5 per csat fro® oxys''^ 
mlxturo. In a recent report, folding (jO) concluded that the grovfth of 
Penicillium roqueforti in cheeae is not limited as much by the absence of 
osygsn as by the presence of carbon dioxide and that the purposo of 
skowering or punching a checso is to p®nnit tho carbon dioxide to escape 
rather tlian to adaiit oxygen. 
In a study of salt as a factor in mold ilponed cheese. Thorn 
(72) found tliat in the prosence of a iiigh concentration of salt (about U«0 
per cent) in roquefort choeso Ponioillium roqueforti developed nonnally. 
There occurred only a negli/^ible growth of the usual contaminating typos 
of micro organisms, ujid tho grovrbh of Oidium lactis ims completely stopped* 
Golding (25) inveetigated the salt tolerance of Penicillium roqueforti and 
reported that "bho salt concentrations noi-Dinlly found in roquofort cheese 
may slow up but not stop mold grovrth. According to Bryant (7), the con-
contration of salt found in blue cheese inhibits the growth of bacteria 
nomally found in this type of cheese* 
Lano and Hammer (iifl) reported tliat v.'hen 2 per cent salt was 
added to tho cui'd before hooping better mold grovrth sometimes resultedj 
the cheose quite rogularly were lighter in color and cei*tain flavor 
defects wore usually controllad* 
Lipase in Mlk 
Tho early investigations by Thatcher and Dalilberg (70) and 
by Palmer (58) failed to demonstrate the prosonoo of lipase in milk, but 
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rnor© rscsnb findings of Ifair (5l|.)» Hsarjebsrg (35)* Slayj iiattick cmd 
X'ollo'j (i-il), JIabtick and Kay (55) tuid liilsiAsm and Courtaoy (36) have 
dofln.ltoly aatablishod it as a normal coustltuent of raw milk. Pfoffer, 
Jackfjon and TVocIcol (60) reported that lipase ia preaont in tho aldaa milk 
fraction and that it is found in a moro conaontratod forui iu tho alL'ao of 
the separator boivl, Krukovsky and Horrington (US) studied tho uotivity 
of lipaao in mlk and fouaid on inoroaso in froo fatty Raids bofevsen tUe 
timo of milkini* imd ths ti ao of dalivory to the paatouriaing plant, "ilihan 
rmv fflilk v/as v;anii0d to about 30° suad cooled, tho subsoquojrt rate of 
lipolysia vms groatly incrsasod. They belioved that t\7o typos of lipase 
aro presont in milk, as evldonoed by difforemt reactions toward foricaldo-
hydo, IfrukoTsky and Sliarp (1)3) inducod lipolysis of fat by sIioMng raw 
oows' Toilk Vfhilo the fat ms in a liquid or partially liquid atate, and 
tho lipolysis was continued after the niilk was coolod and held at 2»0" C. 
They attributed the effect of shaking to an altaration in tho surface 
olinraoter of the fat globules •vdiich created laore favorable oonditiona for 
lipolysis. In a study of the effects of homogenization upon milk. Sharp 
and do Tomasi (61+) reported increased development of rancidity with in­
creasing homogenizing pressure and a ria© in temperature up to 3^*1" C* 
Hovrever, rancidity developraent 7/as retarded at temperatures ranging from 
37#8' to .'46.1® C. Domer and V/idmer (18) found a muoh inoroased activity 
of lipase in milk as a result of homogenization and believed that the more 
extensive lipolysis was du® to the greatly increased surface area of the 
fat globules. Tliey found that lipase was inactivated by the follovdng 
exposuresi C. for 20 mLnutes, 58»9" 0. for 10 minutes, 62«8® C» for 
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5 minutes and 'fO" 0. iiiBtaLi^aiioous exi^oauro. Tlioy also beliovod chat 
lipase is prsaaat in biie sailk seruin. 
In. a ijreliiniiiar/ paper doaliii;5 with homogouisation of raw jaiUc 
Tor blue chesao, Laiia mid Hainxaor (146) rapoi-'tad thtit tho ourd Vi-aa raoro 
rialcy, liijhuQr in color and possasaed a laora typical ria-70** and aroroa trian 
that Tron imlionosoniaed nilk. Tha raiioid flavor and odor v;hich charactor-
iaod tho ciu*d from homogenized milk T«>rs attributed to the action of 
lipase upon tha finolj divider fat. Thia obaarTOtion v/as suboteoitiated by 
more exterisivo studies coaductod by Laao and Hamor (,U7)» concludod 
that !nilk lipase definitely aids in caeesd ilpeain^ sine© choose made from 
rav,' skim inilk plus fat couatituents said subjactod to hoinot;eiiiaatioii 
quiolcly davslopad rancidi'ty and tho flavor and arom of methyl-n-aanyl 
ketoiiQ, wharoas no early rancidity or ketono flavor and aroma dovaloped ia 
the cheose raada fro^n pastsurised skim milk plus tho fat substances, 
pfoffer, Jaokson and ''.Vookel (60) suggostad tliat the incroasod acticlty of 
lipase in homogenized raw inilk is not due entirely to decrease in the sissa 
of tho fat globules# 
Flavor Production in Blue Veinad Ghaesas 
Flavor produotlon in blue veinad cheeses and identifloation of 
the spociflo substances reeponslblo for the flavor and aroma of ohoeaes 
belonging to this group have received considerable attention. Orla-Jeneaa 
(57) concluded that the chief aroma constituent of roquefort choese v/as 
tho very sharp-tasting ethyl butyrate. So data were offored in support of 
this conclusion, the aubstanoo apparently being identified by smell. 
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(BO) asfli,!^od the ranoici sharp flavor nf Franoh roquQfort, 
•'^n^r.llsh sbllton ajad Italian ;7/jr,Tonzoln oheesos to the activity of the 
Sroen ponicillia, since the chnracteristic flavor ms oboorved after 
spore formation, Flnvor prodiiotio.-s in roquefort cheose ^ 7as st'idied in de­
tail by Onrris (l5)j '^'''ho concluded that the -peppery taste or bumAn^^ 
effect produced on the palate and tonjpj-o by this type of cheese is due to 
caproio, caprylio and oaprf.o aoida, together with their easily hydrolya-
able salts, which are foraied ns a result of hydrolysis of milk fat. 
Curric (l6) o.lso reported that roqueforb cheese from sheop's milk is far 
;nore peppery than cheeae of equal ripcneRS from cov/s' milk. This, Currn.e 
•believed, \ma prob?<bly due to the relatively hi.jh percentage of sharp 
taatin-;: acids obtained on hydrolysis of sheep's milk. Corminhauf (13) 
found a direct relationship betirTOon. the amount of volatile acids (md in­
tensity of flavor in roquefort cheese* Lojio (lj.5) compared eight strains 
of penicillin vrhich were found to prodiice variable a'aiounte of volo.tilo 
acids in blue cheese, although approximately the some aGid.6 were produced 
by the different str&ins. He reported that one mold in particular 
regularly rreis capable of producing very fine cheese, -whereas others vraro 
associated v.lth cheese lucking in flavor. As ti rule cheese containing 
relatively large amounts of these volatile acids possoBtod more of the 
cliaraoteristio peppery flavor and aroma of blue cheese than the product 
con'taining small emwuiitB of acide. Kubsequeait iuvestigutions by Ltme 
and Easnner (i+Y) substantiated those results. It -waa pointed out by -bhem 
that the volatile acidity values for cheese made fi'om homogenized milk 
were roughly twxj to four tlTies the -mlues for cheese laade from 
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uiHiomogenized ndlk* They also found that oheeso made from pasteurised 
homogenired milk did not ripen as rapidly as cheese made from raw homo­
genized milk. However, when compared with cheese made fjrom raw unhomo-
genized milk, the pasteurized homogenized product showed a more rapid de­
velopment of volatile aoid, higher acid values on fat and a more character­
istic flavor. 
Coulter and Comhs (li|.) accelerated blue cheese idponing ma­
terially by addition of steapain to the milk or curd. Although generally 
acceptable to the trade, the cheese v/as regarded as inferior by competent 
judges who criticized it as possessing a bitter flavor. Cheese ripened 
without mold but with steapsin alone developed rancid and atypical flavors. 
In a study dealing with methyl ketone formation in the decom­
position of coconut fat, Starkle (6?) disouaeed the possibility of these 
compounds being of importance in the rancidity of butter and cheese. This 
investigator concluded that the ohamcteriatic aroma substances formed in 
mold idpened roquefort cheese are methyl ketones, instead of butyric acid 
esters. In a steam distillate from roquefort cheesc, he obtained about 2 
drops of material that had intensive odors of methyl-amyl and methyl-
heptyl ketones. The mixed semi-carbasone had a crude melting point of 
105° to 107* C. The amount recovered was too small to permit separation 
and identification of the components. It was saponified v/ith sulfuric 
acid and the odors of methyl-amyl and methyl-heptyl ketones were noted. 
Aoklin (l) studied the fonnation of methyl ketones by 
Fenioillium glauoum from the ammordxim salts of normal monocarboxyllie 
fatty aoids (from butyric acid up to and including myristic acid). 
?A 
Althon';-h n.0 ketone? tq.s fomod from butyric ">r valeric acids, inothyl ketone 
TirorluctiOT fron the rinnirtiler af tho scries •?.-as dononatrated. ITf? con-
nl'.jdod that tho reaction occurs f.s n. bota-oridation, thus roHultin? in the 
formation of a koto noid, ".rhich is then furthsr oxidized f.o the Icotone and 
cf?Lrbon dioxido, acotic acid rvnd possibly some sscondar;'^ alcohols, Aclclin 
p\no inv'jBti'^n.tod tho forwition of •methyl-pnopyl Jcetone f.ron cnproio acid 
by Ponioillinin jrlaMCum and fotmd that the porceatrvr,® yiald was df^pandrant 
upon tho concgntration of the n.cld in the substrs-ts. Tricaproin produced 
creator yields of the ketone thrui the corrospondini!; acid. Unbuffered 
sol'^^itions nf this oster, Tdth m initial pH of 'J»6, gavo US por cent of 
tho kotone, vfhersas solutions buffered to pH 7»6 and Il*S parcentafe 
iriolds of tho kotono of 35 P-'O-d 30 per cant, respectively. 
Stokoo (69) studied the formation of methyl ketones from 
fntty o-cids b;' the action of molds on coconut oil. Presumably the beta 
carbon atoin is attacked, resxiltin?; in the fQrnw.tion of a keto acid. In a 
no7ir,.al decomposition this is further broken dofwn, resultinp in the forma­
tion of n fatty acid containing t\ra less carbon atoms and acetic acid. 
He believed that raethyl kstono is formed because the adsorption of toxic 
frvtbir acid by the molds inpedes nomal respiration, resulting in a condi-
tion v/heroin the keto acid is docomposed to jnothyl ketone and carbon 
dio:d,d0, Stokoo also vvns of the opinion that only the acids up to laurio 
acid are absoi'bad nnd consequently ketorice of higher Jiwloculor iveight than 
mcthyl-nonyl ketone are not fomcd. 
In an investigation of fat as c. nutrient aiedii-mi for 
!'onicillium r^lauotan, Kliissner (liij.) found that tho dscomposition resulted in 
formtion of fnwi:y acids nf loT.-or nolcoulR-r wo3.r.ht. The ('ouhlt: honck; of 
•'••'ne unsP/hiir'aiuK^ ncicif^ woro •'jpHin'od to ylJvy rzi ^5r..rfc in th® 
f0.t hydrolysJ.E,  sirce analycic of the dccoinpocition products rcv'-cnlsd a. 
lOTrerirj i"'* iodine v.'hldi TO.n aoconprr.iod Iry ari incroo.!30 ir. tlic 
aopt^ 'l. vs.It.0. The foj-jio.tion of hydroxyl .•^roupp. r,t the doyblo bonds r.-p.r. 
"bolierod to he n stop in tho hreakdo^m of fcho imsaturRtrd fatty ."oids* 
Olynerol v;ar quickly utilised by the toISs. 
ITrurrmDr s>X'.d Brysnt (3J1) studlod 1;hn flaror constitufjnts of olu© 
chsosG and car.dudQd thc.t •.Tiyt}iyl-n-a::\yl kctoiie ic an i"triportp..it flfiroi-
c.onti'i'butant. Thoy hsliiivcd that th.ic cosipovT.d io foraed fro'm capjylic 
I?Old through the-; action of Ponicilljum roquoforbi under un-favoatible 
cor.ditiono of srorrbh. 
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Moot of them were from culture oolleotlons, Vfhoreas others vrere isolated 
from various samples of blue veined oheeses. The sources and identifi­
cations of the organisms are presented in the following tabulation* 
GEHERAL iffiTHODS 
Sources of Cultures 
The strains of penicillia studied v/ere from various souroee# 
Culture ~ „ 
Source Identification 
no* 
la* St* Col* collections I 
1 Mold Ho* 1 P. roquefoiiii 
3 Mold Wo* 5, isolation from Danish P*' oxalicuni 
blue cheese 
U Mold Ho* Unidentified Penicillium 
5 Danish A mold P* roqueforti 
6 Danish B mold P* roqueforti 
7 Mold Ho* 83I4.# J* M* Hosell P* roqueforti 
8 Mold Mo* 835* J* M* Roaell P. roqueforti 
9 Mold No* P6 P* roqueforti 
10 Mold I?o* 33* S* Golding P* roquefortii 
11 Mold No. 16, N* S« Golding P* gorgonzoja 
12 P. Simonart P. gorgonaola, Biourga 
13 P* Simonart P* gorgonsola typo 
II4. P* Simonart P* stilton, Biourge 
15 P* Simonart P* roquo'?orti» Thom 
16 C* Bp Lane, isolation from 3uttor-» P* gorgonzola 
fly bsrand cheese 
17 C* B* Lane, isolation from Neptune Unidentified Penicillium 
bx*and cheese 
18 C* B* Lane, ieolation from European P* ohryaogenum 
brand cheese 
SO C* B* Lane Unidentified Penicillium 
21 C* B* Lane, isolation from Grove P* roqueforti 
City oheese 
22 C* B* Lane, obtained from C* Thom P* roqueforti 
culture collection 
2k 
23 C. B. Lane, Isolation from Zenith 
brand cheese 
2k C» B. Lane, source not given 
Miso* colleotionst 
25 Isolation from air 
26 Isolation from ijuporbed French 
Roquefort cheese 
26b Isolation from imported French 
Roquefort cheese 
27 Isolation from Imported French 
Roquefort cheese 
i)l Univ. of Minn, collection, 
H. C. Maojr 
i|2 Isolation from blue cheese 
Unidentified Penlcilllum 
P» roquefortl 
P. roquefortl 
roquel^ort'i 
p. roquefortl 
p. roquefortl 
p. roquefortl 
Unidentified Penlcilllum 
Basic Medim 
Ozapek*B solution agar, originally recommended by Czapek and 
later modified by Dox (19) and by Thom (73)» used as the basic sub­
strate 1 it had the following composition. 
Water 1000«0 ml» 
Sodium nitrate 2»0 gjn. 
Mono potassium phosphate 1.0 gm* 
Magnoslum sulfate 0*^ gm. 
Potassium chloride 0«5 gja* 
Ferrous sulfate 0,01 gm» 
Sucrose 150#0 gm. 
Agar 15»0 to 20.0 gm. 
Organic nutrients and inorganic constitueats were added to the 
medium aoooi*ding to the special type of deoompoaition being studied* 
Methods for Determination of Lipolytic Activities 
of Feniolllia 
Media for determlxiation of llpolysis 
For the lipolytic studies the media were prepared according to 
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methods hy Long and Hammsr (SOD, vriLth tho exception that 
Czapak's solution agar vno-s used as the basic substrate instead of beef 
infusion agar. Tho media employed were prepared as follo\78» 
a. Watural fat teohnic[uet The medium consisted of Czapek's 
solution agar containing diaperaed natural fat, either butterfat or 
cottonseed oil. Proper distribution of tho fat •vms obtained by preparing 
an emulsion ooneisting of J.O ml. of fat, 0.5 (yH* of agar and 100 ml. of 
•waterj the mixture vras storiliaed in a Ij. ounce screw cap bottle and, 
after It had cooled, the fat was dispersed as minute globules by vigorous 
agitation. Approximately 0,5 ml, of an emulsion -was generally used per 
plate and was added immediutoly before pouring with agar, 
b. Nile blue sulfate teohnlque^ The medium consisted of 
Ci!ap0k*s agar containing diaperaed fat (butterfat or oobtonoeed oil) and 
nils blxie sulfate. The emulsion was prepared as outlined under (a), 
Approxlmtely 0,5 of an emulsion was added to each plate before pour­
ing with agar. Fifteen ml, of the agar containing nile blue sulfate, 
usually in the proportion of 1 part to 15#000 parte of agar although in 
some instances in the proportion of 1 part to 10,000 pai-ta of agar, was 
used per plate, 
c. Simple triglyceride technique: The medium consisted of 
Oaapek'B agar containing various dispersed simple triglycerides, 
Eiaulsiono v/ere prepared as outlined under (a) with the exception of the 
amounts of materials used in tho mixtures. From 5 to 6 per cent of tri-
propionin, tribxityrin or tjrivalerin, from J to h»75 P®r coat of tri-
caproin, triheptylin, tricaprylin, trioaprin or triolein and from 2 to 
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2»75 psr cent trilaurin, trlrajrristin, tripalmitin or tristearin wore used 
in the reapootive emulsionsj all of the triglyoeridos vrore of the normal 
aoids. The usual amount of on emuleion (0,5 inl«) vreis added to each plate 
before pouring. TrVhen simple triglycerides of relatively high melting 
points* were used, it was necessary to heat the mixtures to temperatuares 
above their melting points and, after vigorous agitation, 0«5 ml, of on 
emulsion was quiokly transferred to a plate. 
Vrfhen the nlle blue sulfate technique was employed with simple 
triglyoeidde studies, it was applied as outlined under (b). 
Inoculation of plates for detenaination of lipolysis 
A loop of spores was transferred from an 8 day Penicillium 
culture growing on an agar slant to a screw cap bottle containing 100 ml. 
of sterile ivater. After the bottle had been shaken vigorously, a loop of 
the suspension of spores was used to inoculate the center of each plate# 
Incubation of plates for detemiaation of lipolysis 
The plates were usually incubated at 21® C. for periods 
ranging from 6 to 13 days, although in certain instances higher or lower 
temperatures were used. Ordinarily the plates were incubated in an un­
limited supply of air, but in some trials a restricted air supply was 
usedi details of the method are given later* 
•Those triglycerides \Thich are solid at ordinary room temperature, 
including tricaprin, trilaurin, trimyrietin, tripalmitin and tristearin. 
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E:icainlnfl.tion of plates for clotomtuatiorx of lipolysls 
a. Katural fat teohniquot Hydrolysis of butterfat or cotton­
seed oil was detected by the appearance of the dispersed fat; xinhydrolyzed 
globules were translucent and upon hydrolysis became opaque. 
b, Mle blue sulfate teohniquat Lipolysis of butterfat and 
cottonseed oil •was detected by the oolor of the dispersed fati the un-
hydrolyzed globules were pink and upon hydrolysis became blue# 
0. Simple triglyceride technique t Hydrolysis of tripj«)-
pioixin, tributyrin and trivalerin was evidenced by the formation of a 
cloar zone in the area iinmediately surrounding the colony, whereas with 
tricaproin, triheptylin, trioaprylin, tricaprin and trilaurin hydrolysis 
vra.8 detected by the appearance of the dispersed fatj imhydrolyiied fat 
was pink and hydrolyzed globules blue* 
d. Modified nile blue sulfate technique! This method waB 
applied only to butterfat and cottonseod oil and lipolysia iwas observed 
by the change of color of the dispersed fatj the unhydrolyjsed fat was 
pink and the hydrolyzed product -was blue* 
A wide field binocular with 7» 20 and I4O magnifications ivas 
used in the examination of the plates for lipolysis* Usually a source of 
substage light was employed in the examination of fat dispersed in the 
mediTim underneath the coiiidial growth* Occasionally a light source above 
the stage was used to advantage in the inspection of fat globules at the 
surface of the medium* For detailed observation of individual globules 
a microscope was helpful* 
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Evaluation of lipolybio activi-blas of Tna,rious panicillia 
The lipoljrfcio activity of a mold culture •ivas evalmted by 
measuring and recording tho diameter (in centimeters) of the groTffch and 
of the oorreepondins hydrolyzed area. Yilien most of the fat globules in 
tho measured area were hydrolyssed lipolysis was regarded as uniform, 
vfhon only a portion of the globules were hydrolyzed it was considered 
nonuniform and when no lipolysis was noted it was considered negative. 
Methods for Determination of Proteolytic Activities 
of Penicillia 
Media for determination of p^roteolysia 
The medium employed most oonmonly in studies on proteolysis 
consisted of Czapek's solution agar containing sterilised skim milk in 
the proportion of 1 part of milk to 10 parts of agarj 15 ml. of the 
mixture v/as used per plate. 
In some of the trials a modified milk agar method, suggested 
by Thom (71)» "was used. The medium was prepared by mi3:ing together hot 
agar and hot acidifiod milk in equal portions; a flocculont precipitate 
of curd, formed in the agar. 
Inoculation of plates for determination of proteolyaiB 
The plates were inoculated as described \mder the method for 
inoculation of the plates for determination of lipolysis# 
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laoubation of plates for de-faorminabion of proteolysis 
The plates were usually inoubated at 21" C. for periods 
ranging from 6 to 1I4. days) however, variations in the time and tempera­
ture were used oocasionally. The method most often used oonsistod of 
holding the plates for I4. days in air and thereafter in an atmosphere of 
oarbon dioxide gas. The carbon dioxide atmosphere me obtained by placing 
the plates inside of glass bell jars, properly sealed so as to prevent 
the escape of gas. Carbon dioxide gas was introduoad slowly into the 
bottom of a ;Jar, v/hile air was permitted to escape through a vent at the 
top. After the air had been replaced by carbon dioxide, the vent was 
closed. No attempt was made to maintain the carbon dioxide at a constant 
level, since the only purpose in using the gas was to retard growth of 
the colonies and pentiit diffusion of protease to become more conspicuous. 
Examination of plates for determination of proteolysis 
a. Acidified Bdlk agar techniquet Proteolysis was detected 
by the appearance of a clear sone underneath and in the area surrounding 
the colony. 
b. Carbon dioxide technique» Proteolysis was also deter­
mined by the appearance of a clear 8one in the agar around the colony. 
Evaluation of proteolytio activities of various penlcillia 
The proteolytio activity of a mold culture was evaluated by 
measuring and recording the diameter (in centimeters) of the growth 
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and of the corresponding hydrolyzed urea* 
IStuxofacture of Cheese 
Milk used in maiing the cheese came from the regular milk 
supply of loxm State College market milk laboratory. The cheece vfas made 
aooording to the mothod suggested by Lone and Hanmer (I4.7) •which is as 
follov/B, 
Fresh, whole milk, tecsting 3*7 P®r csat butterfat, was 
heated to ^2,2° 0. end homogenized at 2500 -h 50O pounds pressure. After 
the milk \ms cooled to 31*7" C. it was placed in a cheese vat, and 2 per 
coat of laotic acid cultui'e ms added, TiVhen the acidity reached 0,19 to 
0,20 per cent, calculated as laotic acid, the milk -waa set at 31»1* C« 
^vith oommeroial rennet at the rate of 3 ounces per 1000 pounds of milk. 
After a holding period of 60 to 80 minutes, the curd was cut with 0,5 
inch curd knives. Immediately after cutting, the whey acidity was 0.I3 
to O.lij. per cent. The curd was stirred occasionally during the following 
90 to 120 minutes, or mtil the whey had attained an acidity of 0,17 'bo 
0,19 por cant. At the end of this period the curd was ordinarily ready 
for dippingI in rare instances, when it was unusually soft, a slight 
toughening was produced by removal of a small portion of whey, heating it 
ivith steam and then returning it to the cheese vat* At no time \me the 
temperatuire of the curd permitted to exceed 33»3* C» 
The cuiHi was dipped by first draining a portion of the whey 
from the vat and then transferring the curd -with a sooop to an adjacent 
draining vat covered with a large single layer of cloth of the typo 
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coOTJioiily (snployeil "by swiss choaae manufaoturers. Di*ainage of the ourd 
was facilitated by raising and lowering the oomere of the cloth at fre­
quent intenrails. Sufficient ourd was dipped on the di»aining cloth each 
time to make t«ro cheese* One or 2 ininutes after draining vras begun, the 
mold -(vas mixed vdth the curd, and then after 2 or 3 minutes the ourd was 
quiokly placed in the hoops* 
Mien a drtdning cloth vma used for mre than one dipping, it 
ms thoroughly Traiahed and scalded so as to prevent contamination of subse* 
quent lots of curd. In a number of trials an individual steriliEed cloth 
was used for each lot of ourd dipped* 
Since the curd obtained from homogenized milk was comparative­
ly soft, the hoops were turned frequently after fillizig to prevent the 
cheese from sticking to the hoops and to insure a closed surface* 
Ordinarily the hoops were turned eveiy 15 minutes for the i?irst 2 hours 
and 'bhen each hour for 6 to 8 hours. 
The dry salting method was used exclusively with the cheese. 
Usually salt equal to 5*5 P®** cent of the total weight of the cheese was 
incorporated into a lot of cheese duxlng three successive saltings over 
an 8 to 10 day peariod* 
After the salting %ms firdahed the cheese were rinsed and 
skeweredj ordinarily ^0 holes were punched in each of the flat sides of a 
cheeso with a needle about 0*12 inch in diameter. The cheese were placed 
on edge on special racks in a curing room in which a temperature of about 
8*3** C* and a humidity of 90 per cent or above were maintained* Two 
times during the cuilng period the cheese were temporarily removed from 
tho curing rooia, soolcod in cold water for saveml mantes and bruehed 
vdth a stiff 'briatlod brush to removo surface aliiao. After about 3 
months in the curing room the ohooso woro wrapped in tinfoil and placed 
in a cold room having a temperature of 1,7' "to 0. 
Preparation of Mold Powder 
Uold powder was prepared according to tho method suggaoted by 
Huesong and Hammer (39)o Whole wheat bread, out into small cubes and 
sterilized in a bottle, ws inoculated Td.th a mold culture. After about 
10 days incubation at 21.1° C,, the spore covered broad was dried, pulver­
ized and stored in sterile glass containers* 
Inoculation of Curd 
The curd usually VKLB inoculated vidth mold by dusting about 
2 gm« of tho prepaired porrder on 10 pounds of curd} this ifvaB enough curd 
for 2 cheese. In soino of the early trials tlio curd t/as inoculated with 
aquoous spore suspensions obtained by flooding 10 to 12 day old Czapelc's 
agar slopes of penicillia vdth sterile water and scraping the spores 
from the surface of the groirbh iidth an inoculating needle. In some of 
the later trials a similar method of inoculation -was employed with the 
exception that tho cultures vnere grown on Czapek*s agar plates. Both 
methods were unsatisfactory because the number of spores introduced into 
tho curd from a culture was usually insufficient to establish it in tho 
cheese. 
Exarainatioii and Scoring of Cheese 
Each lot of cheese was examined twice for flavor and mold 
growth. In both examinations a small iredge shaped portion vias removed 
from each cheese in order to compare the mold strains present Tsdth those 
used in inoculating the curd. After the first examination the exposed 
surface of the cheese was sealed with paraffin and placed in the curing 
room and ripening continued. In the second examination each cheese ms 
cut into halves, so that the entire cross section of a cheese vras ex­
posed. Small portions of cheese were removed from the surface of the 
freshly cut area and scored for flavor, while mold development was ob­
served by noting the character and extent of growth in the exposed airea# 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Comparison of Methods Employed In Determination of Lipolytic 
and Proteolytio Aotivitiefl of Various Penioillia 
In order to evalimt© certain oultvjral methods for determin­
ing the lipolytic and proteolytic activities of vaj*ioua penioillia, 
oompariaons were made of different procedareBi 
Review of literature 
Sonnnaruga (66) studied the lipolytic actiTrities of mioroorgan-
iame by growing tham on solid media in triiioh mis dispersed 2«Q per cent 
olive oil or other fat. Disappearance of fat globules from the zone sur­
rounding "bacterial colonies was evidence of hydrolysis, Eijkraan (20) 
poured melted inoculated agar over a thin layer of fat in a petri dish, 
and lipolysis •was indicated by clear areas fonning beneath the colonies 
of bacteria* 
In a study of the aotlon of nile blue sulfate as a fat stain, 
Thorpe (77) reported that the dye is a sulfate of diethylaminophenonaph-
thoxazine* The red stain, which is not present in the original dye but is 
formed in the aqueous solution, is the corresponding oxaEone* The amount 
of red stain could be increased by heating nil® blue sulfate with dilute 
sulfuric aoid. Smith (65) showed that fat globules in tissues could be 
stained by nile blue sulfate and that the dye colored olein and other 
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neutral fats rod, whereas oleic acid was colored blue, this color re­
sulting from the formation of a blue soap between the oxazine base and 
the fatty aoid. The ability of nile blue sulfate to color various tri­
glycerides and fatty aoids was investigated by Boeminghaus (6)» Ho con­
cluded that the dye is a specific for olein and its fatty acid, since 
these were colored much more Intensely than were palmitin and stearin and 
their corresponding aoidn* KauAnan and Lehman (Uo) found that the un­
saturated triglycerides and their fatty aolde were well stained with nile 
blue sulfate. However, certain other saturated coinpo\md8 also absorbed 
the stain, fiasults obtained by Eettie (62) supported the use of nil© blue 
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sulfate as a fat stain. He showed that the oxazono of -bhe dye is pink 
and, since it is soluble in fat and fat solvents, it is responsible for 
the color in the stained fiatj this coneiituent Sottie called nile pink. 
Turner (70) used nile blue sulfate in tho detection of 
lipolytic bacteria* The dye v/as added to the inoculated medium, in which 
was dispersed 10 per cent of a sterile fat eaulsion, and a study was made 
of the changes occurring in tho fat globules during hydrolysis by the 
bacteria. He concluded that imsaturated fatty aoids are deeply stained 
with nile blue sulfate. Later, Tumor (79) substantiated the use of nile 
blue sulfate in detecting baoterial lipolysia. Hovrever, the dye was in­
hibitory for some organisms. Hussong (38) modified Turner's technique 
in a study of bacterial rancidity in butter. Nil© blue sulfate was used 
in the proportion of ltl0,000 and fat in the ratio of 1:2000. The fat 
was emulsified in 0*5 per cent agar, and tho emulsion was sterilized and 
then added to beef infusion agar at the time of pouring the plates. 
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streak cultures were made over the agar surfacej lipolysia \mE indicated 
by a change in the color of the dispersed fat and by deep blue areas 
aroiuad the groTrth, Collins and Hamtner (12) and Horamer and Collins (jU) 
determined lipolysis of simple triglycerides and natural fats by a method 
similar to that eoaployed by Hussong* Those investigators reported that 
tributyrln, tricaproin, tricaprylin and triolein were colored bright red 
by the dyej trioaprin, trilaurin, tiou^ristin, tripalmitin and tristoarin 
were colored red to a degree which decreased rapidly v/itli the increased 
molting points of the triglycerides. The natural fats studied also were 
colored with different intensities of red. Hydrolysis of tricaproin and 
trioaprylin was more easily Identified by a disappearance of the globules 
than by color changes v/ith aile blue sulfate; however, with tidcaprin the 
reverse tvas time. The manner of dispersing fats and triglycerides seemed 
to have no effect upon hydrolysis. These investigators also found a 
variation in the colors of fatty acids. Caproic, caprylic and oleic aoids 
were intenssly bluej capric and lauidc acids varied in their intensities 
of blue, v/hereas only slight amounts of the blue dye vrere absorbed by 
myristic, palmitic and steaidc acids. In a study of various methods of 
detecting lipolysis by microorganisms. Long and Hammer (50) concluded that 
the nile blue sulfate technique gave clear cut results but, because of 
the toxicity of the dye, was limited in its usefalness. The natural fat 
technique, in which no dye vms used, gave good resvilts, but it was diffi­
cult to detect weakly lipolytic organisms by this method. In a recent 
investigation of the action of microorganisms on fats, Castell and 
Bryant (10) pointed out certain errors in previous interpretations of 
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color changes occurring in fat globules stained -vjlth nile blue sulfate, 
Thoy concluded that the change in color could not be used as a specific 
indication of hydrolysis of fat, aince besides extraction of the blue 
oxazine fom of the dye from the aqueous solution by fattj' acids or other 
stibstancec v/ithin the globules, similar color changoB resulted by the 
reduction of oxazone (from pink to blue). 
Ayres (5) employed casein agar for identification of proteo­
lytic bacteria by noting the clear areas formed around the colonies* 
Later, Ayres and Mudge (U) suBp:®sted the use of vardoue dry irdlk agar 
media for detection of noid fomtng and proteolyzing bacteria by obseirv-
ing the precipitation and digeation of casein in areas surrounding the 
colonies. 
Comparison of methods for determining lipolysis 
Comparison of natural fat techniqae iTith nile blue sulfate 
technique. Comparison of the natural fat technique v/ith the nile blue 
sulfate technique for deteirmination of the lipolytic activities of cer­
tain penicillia iiras inade rrith six mold strains on butterfat and on 
cottonseed oil; the culturos were incubated 8 days at 21' C» The nile 
blue sulfate siediuia contained 1 part of thft dyo in 15,000 parts of agar. 
The results are presented in table I. 
a. Results vvith butterfat; The natural fs.t technique 
resulted in greater growth of the colonies, when compared v/ith the nile 
blue sulfate method, in all six comparisons. The maximum diameter of 
the colonies Td.th the natural fat teclmlque ntxa 9»0 cm,, the minijnum was 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF NATUEMi FAT TECHWIQITE \WTH NILE BLUE SULFATE TECMIQUE 
FOR DBTEmMTION OP LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES 
OF CERTAIN PEHICILLIA 
Incubation 8 days at 21" C« 
a* Llpolysis of butterfat 
Diameter of 
Culture colony lipolysis 
no. Teobnique cm* am. Lipolysisf 
c ilaitural f&t 7.5 Slight P Nile blue sulfate iu2 5.2 Good 
Natural fat 6.3 0.0 Imperceptible ( Nile blue sulfate 6.0 5.6 Slight 
8 Natural fat 8.5 0.0 Imperceptible Nile blue sulfate 5»6 5.5 Moderate 
Q Natural fat 9.0 9.0 Qood y Nile blue sulfate 5.9 5.9 Very good 
15 Natural fat 6.8 6.7 Good Nile blue sulfate k»o 3.5 Good 
25 Natural fat 7.7 7.5 Good Nile blue sulfate i+.o 3.5 Good 
b, LipolyeiB of cottonseed oil 
5 
Natural fat 5.^ Slight 
Nile blue sulfate 3.8 Good 
7 
Hatural fat 8.0 0,0 Impe]:*ceptible 
Nile blue sulfate Moderate 
8 Natural f^t a,h 0.0 Imperceptible Nile blue sulfate iu3 li.3 Moderate 
9 Natural fat 9.0 9.0 Good Nile blue sulfate iuo iwO Very good 
15 Natural fat 7.3 7.5 Slight Nile blue sulfate 5.3 5.3 Good 
25 Natural fat 8,0 6.7 Slight Nile blue sulfate i;.o 1+.0 Good 
•Lipolyeis refers to the perceptibility of fat hydrolysis* 
6«3 cm. and the average was 7*6 can.t corresponding diameters with the 
nile hlue sulfate method were 6*0« U*p and 3*0 omt 
In the six oomparisons the natural fat technique showed the 
more extensive lipolysis in four instcoioes, while the nile blue sulfate 
exhibited the more in two comparisons. The tmodmum, minimum and average 
diameters of lipolysis with the natural fat technique were 9*0, 0«0 and 
5»2 cm», respectively#, aa compared with corresponding values of 5»9» 3*8 
and oin* with nlle blue siilfate* 
Lipolysis was more readily detected with the nile blue sulfate 
technique than with the ziatural fat technique. With the natural fat 
technique lipolysis was good in three comparisons, slight in one and im-
perceptible in twoj with the nile blue siilfate method it was very good in 
one, good in three, moderate in one and slight in one* 
b. Results with cottonseed oilt In general, the results 
with cottonseed oil were practically the same as those with butterfat. 
Greater mold development ooourred on the ziatural fat medium than on nile 
blue sulfate agar. The maxinum diameter of the colonies on the natural 
fat medium was 9.0 cm., the minimum was 7*3 cm* average was 8.3 
cm., as compared with corresponding diameters on the nile blue sulfate 
medium of 3»3« U«0 and lu3 <^* 
In six comparisons the natural fat technique showed the more 
extensive lipolysis in four instances, \rtiile nile blue sulfate exhibited 
the more in two oomparisons. The msucimum, minlxmsn and average diameters 
of lipolysis with the natural fat technique were 9.0, 0.0 and 5.3 
respectively, as compared with corresponding values of 5.3* and 
IJO 
U*? with nilo blue sulfats*. 
LipolysiB was more readily detected vri.th the nile blue sulfate 
than with the natural fat teohoique., Lipolysie with the natural fat 
tochniquQ -vms good in one inateinoa,, slight in three and iaporcoptible in 
tivo, whereas with the nile blue sulfate toohnique it vreis very good in 
ona^ good in three and looderato in two.. 
Eight additional trials were made witli butterfatj the 
cultures wore Incubated 8 days at 21" C. The nil® blue sulfate medium 
contsdned 1 part of the dye to 10,000 parts of agar. The growth and 
lipolyais curves of the cultures were plotted from values obtained by 
oaloulating the square of the radius of each colony and of the hydrolyzed 
area; the radius squared (r^) was regarded as a function of the area. 
The results are given in fig:ure 1» 
In all cases the inhibitive action of nile blue sulfate with 
respect to mold growth and lipase development wna evident from the rela­
tive slopes of the growth and lipolysie curves with the natursd fat, as 
compared -with the nile blue sulfate technique, Vfhile colony grovrfch 
progressed more rapidly with the natural fat toohnique, lipolysis was 
generally more perceptible vrith the nile blue sulfate technique. Cultures 
1 and 7 showed relatively rapid rates of growth on the natural fat medium 
when compared with the nile blue sulfate mediumi however, no lipolysis 
was evident with the natural fat technique while it was noticeable with 
the nile blue sulfate technique. Culture li| showed relatively slow grovrbh 
and no evident lipolysis with either technique, but colony growth 
ceeded at a greater rate with the natural fat technique than with the nile 
CULTURC 
CULTURE 
CULTURE 15 CULTURE 
ACE IN DAYS 
NATURAL PAT NILE BLUE SULFATE 
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FIGURE 1, C0J.5PARIS0N OF NATURAL FAT TECHNIQUE WITH NILE BLUE SULFATE 
TECHNIQUE FOR DETERIJIINATION OF LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF 
CERTAIN PEIJICILLIA ON BUTTERFAT 
blue sulfate tachnique. With cultures 6, 6, 9» 15 19 growth and 
lipolysis progressed more rapidly with the natural fat than with the nile 
blue sulfate technique*. However,, lipolysis •was in all oases more evident 
v/ith the nile blue sulfate technique* 
Some of the oultureo (7» 8,, 9 and 15) included in figure 1 
were also considered in table la Ydth a few exceptions there was a 
general agreement in the results obtained by any one of the cultures. 
Eight additional trials were made with cottonseed oil| the 
cultures were incubated 8 days at 21" C. The nile blue sulfate medium 
contained 1 part of the dye to 10,000 parts of agar. Figure 2 presents 
thffl results. 
The results were generally similar to those obtained with 
butterfnt (figure l). Cultures 1, 6, 7* 8# 10 and 15 showed more growth 
and lipolysis with the natural fat than with the nile blue sulfate 
technique} however, lipolysis was more evident with the nile blue sulfate 
technique. An exception was noted with culture IJj it showed fairly 
rapid growth and lipolysis with the natural fat technique, while growth 
was somewhat retarded and no lipolysis was noted with the nile blue sul­
fate technique. Culture lij. showed slow growth and no evidence of 
lipolysis with both techniques, although the growth was somewhat more 
rapid on the natural fat than on the nile blue sulfate medium. 
A nxanber of the cultures (7» 8 and 15) included in figure 2 
were also considered in table 1. With a few exceptions the results 
obtained with any one of the cultures imre in general agreement. 
From the data presented in table I and figures X and 2, it is 
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FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF NATURAL FAT TECHNIQUE WITH NILE BLUE SULFATE 
TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINATION OF LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF 
CERTAIN PENICILLIA ON COTTONSEED OIL 
evident tliat wlxen the n&tximl fat teolmique and the nile blue sulfate 
teolinique were compared for tlie detemoination of lipolytic aotivitiee of 
certain penioillia on butterfab and cottonseod oil, the greatest growth 
occurred with the natural fat teolinique. However, lipolysis of the fats 
vrtxs more readily detected with the riile blue sulfate than v/ith the 
nati,>ral fat teoliniquo, as evidenced by the perceptibility of lipolysis. 
In most ins-bances the nile blue sulfate teolmique gave the nore distinct 
differentiation between the unliydrolyBed and the liydrolyaed fat. 
Coigparison of natural I'o.t technique with modified nile blue 
sulfate teolmique. In order to compare the naturtil fat vdth the modified 
nile blue oulfato technique for determining the lipolytic activities of 
corts-in ponioillia on butterfat and cottonaocjd oil, the natuml fat 
platoe referred to in table I were flooded after incubation with a solu­
tion of nile blue s^xlfate consisting of 1 part of the dye to 1000 parts 
of 50 per cent alcohol. After the plates had been exposed to the nil© 
blue sulfate about 10 minutes, they trere rinsed free of the dye with 
\mter. The alcoholic solution caused a collapse of the conidial grovfth 
60 that it flattened against the surface of the agar exposing underlying 
dispersed fat globules for examination. The results with six cultures 
are presented in table II. 
a. Results with butterfat; The modified nile blue sulfate 
toohnlque gave a mioh more clear cut differentiation of the penioillia 
cultures than the natural fat procedure; it T/as especially useful in 
distinguisliing differences between slightly lipolytic cultures. The 
nmximum, minimum and average diameters of lipolysis vAth the natural 
h3 
TABLE II 
COMPAKESON OF NATURAL FAT TECHNIQUE lYITH MODIFIED NILE BLUE SULFATE 
TECIfflH3^E FOH DBTERMIMTION OF LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES 
OF CERTAIN PENICILLIA 
Inoubatdon 8 days at 21* C* 
a* Lipolysls of "butterfat 
Diameter of 
Culture colony lipolysis 
no* Techxiique cm* cm* Lipolysis 
c lila-iiural fat 7.5 7.7 
Slight 
Modified n. b. B,* 7.7 Yory good 
7 Natural fat 6*3 0*0 Imperceptible ( Modified n* b* 8* ** Good 
8 Natural fat 8*5 0*0 Imperceptible modified n* b* 8* 6,it Good 
9 
Natural fat 
9.0 
9-0 Good 
Modified n. b* S* 9.0 Veiy good 
15 Natural fat 6*8 6.7 Good Modified n. b* 8* 6*7 Good 
25 Natural fat 7.7 7.5 Good Modified n. b. 8. 7.5 Good 
b« Lipolysis of oottoxxseed oil 
Natural fat 
8,9 
9,0 Slight 
Modified n. b* B« 9.0 Very good 
Natural fat 
8.0 
0,0 Imperceptible 
Modified n* b« 8. 8*0 Good 
Natural fat d»k 7.3 Slight Modified n* b* a. 8*i^ Very good 
Natural fat 
9.0 
9.0 Good 
Modified n* b* 8« 9.0 Very good 
Natural fat 
7.3 7.5 Slight Modified n* b* s* 7.5 Good 
Natural fat 
8,0 
6,7 Slight 
Modified n* b. 8. 8,0 Good 
*n« b. s. refers to uilo blue sulfate* 
••Although the fat globules had not become definitely blue most of 
them were colored peach ired and each ims surrounded by a tenacious 
pellicle, on puncturing an oily fluid escaped* 
hf> 
fc.t technique were 9*0, 0,0 and 5»3 cm,, rospectively, an oortipared rith 
corrospondixig valuot; of 9*0, ** aJid 6.2 rai. rdth the modified prooodure. 
Lipolysis vwis ir.uoh more readily dotacted v.lth the modified 
nils blue Bulfato toolmique tliaii vdth liie natural fat procedure. With 
tha natural fat technique lipolysie vm.8 good in ths'OB corapo.ri3ons, alight 
in one ojid impercaptiblo in tvroj vrith the modified nilo blue sulfate 
procedure it v/as very good in two and good in four. 
An additional advantago of the modified nile blue sulflatc 
procedure, as compared vdth the natural fat tochnlqvio, vra.s its adapta­
bility to the mioroBcopio ©mtiilnation of fat globules -dthin tho hoayy 
sporulating aroaa of the cultures. The disadvantage with tho modified 
toolmique lay in the iraposaibili'by of studying th© rates of gro^vth and of 
lipolysis, sinoe the flooding prooedure prevoated obtaining more than ono 
reading from a set of plates. 
b. Reaultg wltlx cottonseed oil; Tho results Tvdth cottonseed 
oil vrare similar to those obtained vdth butterfat. Tho laaximum, minimum 
and avex-age diameters of lipolysis with tha natural fat tochnique Trare 
9.0, 0.0 (-md 6»6 cm,, respectively^ as comparod -with corresponding values 
of 9»0t 7*5 aiid 8.5 cjfl. -with the modified procedure. 
Lipolysis Vfljs much more readily detected vdth tho modified 
nile blue sulfate teclinique than ivith the natural fat procedure. With 
the latter technique lipolysis •was *5006 in one oomparieon, slight in four 
••Although the fat globules had not become definitely blue most of 
them were colored peach i^od and each yms surrounded by a tanacious 
pellicle, on puncturing an oily fluid escaped. 
kj 
and imporoeptiblo in one, whereas rdth the former procedure it ms very 
good in three and good in three* 
The data presented in table II show that for the determina­
tion of the lipolytic activities of certain penicillia on butterfat and 
cottonseed oil the modified nile blue sulfate technique regularly gave 
better results than the natural fat technique. The superiority of the 
modified technique ms most noticeable in the perceptibility of fat 
hydrolysis, the lipolysis rating from good to very good in all instances, 
whereas it rated from iaperoeptible to good •with the natural fat 
technique. 
Effect of certain factors on detection of lipolysis 
Concentmtion of fat in mediumt The effect of the concentra­
tion of fat in the medium on the detection of lipolysis, as detenainod by 
nile blue sulfate, was studied v/ith tvio penicillia cultures on butterfat 
and on cottonseed oil. The fat emulsions consisted of 97 ffll» of 0»5 P®r 
cent agar solution plus 3 ml« melted butterfat or cottonseed oil. The 
cultures were incubated 6 days at 21° C. and the results are presented in 
table III, 
a. Hesulta irith butterfatt The concentration of butterfat 
emulsion in the modiuia had ao appreciable effect on mold growth or on 
lipolysis, but >vith increased conoenti*ations of fat there were more 
globules within a given area and lipolysis seemed more noticeable than 
vdth lower concentrntions. This advantage was offset by nonuniform 
lipolysis vfhen 1*^ ml* of butterfat emulsion was employed* 
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TABLE III 
EFFECT OF CONCBIITPATION OF FAT IN mDimi ON 
DETECTIOH OP LIPQLYSIS 
(Nile blue sulfate technique) 
Incubation 6 daya at 21® C» 
a. Lipolysia of butterfat 
Culture 
no* 
Uedium 
Diameter of 
colony lipolysis 
on. om. 
Lipolysis 
5 
13 ml* Czapdk*8 
agar + butterfat 
esnulsiont 
0»5 ml* 
1*0 IQ1» 
1,5 ml. 
U.7 
iv.8 
5.0 
3.8 
3.7 
3.9 
Good* 
Good* 
GrOOd»* 
9 
0.5 ml, 
1.0 ml* 
1.5 ml* 
U.8 
4.8 
iu8 
U.6 
1^ 6 
14^ 6 
Good* 
Very good* 
Very good»» 
b. Lipolysis of cottonseed oil 
5 
15 ml. Cjsapek's 
agar-<- cottonseed 
oil emulsion} 
0*5 ml. 
1»0 ml* 
1*5 ml. 
5.1 
lu8 
U.8 
5.0 
14.6 
14..6 
Good* 
Good* 
Very good** 
9 
0.5 ml. 
1.0 ml. 
1.5 ml. 
1*.9 
5.0 
5.0 
I4.9 
5.0 
5.0 
Good* 
Very good* 
Very good** 
•Onlfom lipolysis 
*»lIonunifom lipolysis 
T3» Rasults with cottonsgad o3.lt The data agreo with the 
results on butterfat. The concentration of cottonseed oil in the medium 
had no material effect on the growth of the molds or on lipolysist In­
creased fat concentration in the medium made lipolyais seem more notice­
able than with lower concentrations but this advantage was offset by non­
uniform lipolysie when 1*5 ml# of cottonseed oil emulsion was employed. 
From the data presented in table III it is evident that the 
concentration of butterfat or cottonseed oil in the medixim had no appreci­
able effect on the detection of lipolyais ^ vhen the amount of fat emulsion 
vaxded from 0«5 nil, to 1.0 ml. per plate (l5 ail* agar). However, when 
1,5 ml. fat emulsion was added, the uxiiforjnity of lipolysis vnxs appreci­
ably affectedj lipolysis appeared to be more noticeable, but it was non­
uniform. 
Concentration of nile blue sulfate in medium. In studying 
the effect of the concentration of nil© bluo sulfate in the inediiAni on the 
detection of lipolysis of butterfat, tivo strains of penicillia v/are usedj 
they vr&TQ selectod because of their knovm belmvior tovflard tlio concentra­
tions of dye oi'dinarily eaployod. Culture 7 represented about the avoi-age 
of the strains of penicillia vrith respect to its reaction toward nile blue 
sulfate, xthoreaB oulture 9 Vfas regularly iniiibited by the dye. The 
results are presented in table IV, 
One parb of nile blue sulfate to 10,000 parts of agar showed 
the most pronounced inhibitiv© action toward the mold growth. After 12 
days the colonies formed under-developed, irregular grovrths, indicating 
marked inhibition. The intense pink color of the fat globules made the 
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TABLE IV 
EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION OF NILE BLUE SULFATE IN MEDIUM 
ON DETECTION OF LIPOLYSIS OF BUTTBRFAT 
Inoubation 12 days at 21" C« 
Culture 
no< 
Concentration of nlle blue 
sulfate In modluni 
Diameter 
of 
colony 
on* 
Lipolysis 
1 part of xille blue 
sulfate Int 
10^000 parts of agar h,6 Moderate 
7 15»000 parts of agar 6*7 Moderate 
20^000 parts of eigar 647 Moderate 
30*000 parts of agar 7»5 Slight* 
10^000 parts of agar 649 Qood 
Q 15i«000 parts of agar 846 Good y 
20«000 parts of agar 848 Good 
30^000 parts of agar 8,9 Slight* 
globules pole In oolor 
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change from red to blue upon hydirolysis of the fat readily notiooable. 
The 1 to 30,000 dye-agar ratio showed the least toxicity of the concentra­
tions studiodj however, the fat globules were pale in color, due to the 
low concentration of nile blue sulfate, and as a consequence gave poor 
differentiation between the neutral and the hydrolyred fat globules. 
VOien the medium contained 1 part of nile blue sulfate to 15,000 or 20,000 
parts of agar, the moat satisfactory results vrere obtained, since the 
colony growth appeared quite normal and the fat was colored sufficiently 
to give cloar differentiation between the uahydrolyeod and the hydrolyzed 
globules* 
The data presented in table IV show that viith the nile blue 
sulfate technique for determining the lipolytic activities of certain 
penicillia on butterfat, the best results were obtained when the medium 
contained 1 pairb of the dye to 15,000 and 20,000 parts of agar* The fat 
was colored sufficiently to give a clear differentiation between the un** 
hydrolyaed and hydrolyzed fat and the colony growth was normal. "With 
higher concentrations of nile blue sulfate in the medium, mold growth 
was considerably inhibited, whereas, with lower concentrations, the fat 
was inadequately colored to give clear cut results, 
Effect of certain factors on detection of proteolysia 
In the preliminary trials dealing with the proteolytic action 
of various penicillia on Ozapek's solution skim milk agar, inconsistent 
results were obtained. At times oertain molds produced conspicuous 
proteolysis, whereas in other trials the proteolytic action of the 
oulturoB was not evidont. This suggested the existenco in the technique 
of significant factors tvhioh hitherto had been considered uniraportant and» 
accordingly, various factors affecting deteotion of proteolysis by 
various penicillia tieve investigated. 
Temperature of incubation* The effect of temperature of in­
cubation on the deteotion of proteolysis was studied with six strains of 
penicillia on Csapek's solution skim milk agar* Three sets of plates 
were inoculated; one was incubated at 12® C., one at 20° C« and one at 
28" C. The results after 9 days incubation are presented in table V, 
The penicillia grew more rapidly at 20® C« than at 28' or 
12° as indicated by the sizes of the colonies* The maximm, minimum 
and average diameters of the cultures incubated at 12" C* woi*e 5«0, 3*6 
and l4.«3 cm*, respectively, as compared with corresponding values at 
20° C. of 8»l4.» 5»9 and 7*1 cm* and with similar values at 28° C* of 
3*1 and 1|*I|. cm* 
Proteolysis was more readily detected ivith the cultures in­
cubated at 28° C* than with those incubated at 20° or 12° C» V/ith the 
exception of culture 18 proteolysis with the cultures incubated at 20° or 
12° 0* was imperceptible in all instances, whereas at 28" C* it was very 
good in three comparisons, good in one and imperceptible in two. 
Pjrom the data given in table V it is apparent that proteolysis 
by certain penicillia on Czapek's solution skim milk agar was more readily 
detected when the cultures wore incubated at 28° C« than at 20° or 12° C* 
V/hen the cultures were incubated at 12° or 20° C*, proteolysis was per­
ceptible in one instance, while at 28° C* it was perceptible in four out 
TABLE ¥ 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATDRE OF IHGTJBATIOII ON DETECTION OF PROTEOLYSIS 
proteolysis after 9 days on. Czapek's solution skim Eiilk agar at 
12" c* 200 C. 28° C. 
Cul- Diameter of Diameter of Diameter of 
tttre colony proteolysis Prote­ colony proteolysis Prote­ colony proteolysis Prote­
no* cm* cniL* olysis cia. CSl, olysis cm. cm. olysis 
li 3.6 0*0 Imper­ 5.9 0.0 Isiper- 3.1 0.0 Imper­
k»6 
ceptible coptible 
h.3 
ceptible 
15 0.0 Imper­ 6.3 0.0 Imper­ i+.s Yeav good 
16 4.7 
ceptible ceptible 
k.9 0.0 laper— 6.1 0.0 Imper­ h'9 Good 
ceptible 
7.6 7.6 
ceptible 
18 h.7 h*7 Good Good h.5 h>8 Very good 
20 5.0 0,0 laoer- 8.h 0.0 Imper­ 5.1 0.0 Imper­
h*o 
ceptible ceptible 
4*6 
ceptible 
25 0.0 Imper­ 6.3 0.0 Imper­ 5.1 Vory good 
ceptible ceptible 
of six cases* 
Carbon dioxide* The effect of carbon dioxide on the doteo-
tion of proboolysis was studied vdth three cultures of penioillia on 
Czapek's solution skini milk agar and on beef infusion skim milk agar* 
Three sets of conditions vrero comparedj (a) incubation of the cultures 8 
days in the air, (b) incubation of tlio cultures 3 days in tho air folloivod 
by 5 days in an atmosphere where most of tho air had boon replaced by 
carbon dioxide and (o) inoubation of the cultures ia an atraoaphero where 
the air had been largely replaced by carbon dioxide. No attempt v/as made 
to control the exact amoimt of carbon dioxide, since its only purpose was 
to retard mold growth. The cultures were all incubated at 21° C. The 
plates were examined for eridence of proteolyois after i+, 6 and 8 days* 
Table VI gives tho results* 
a* Results v/ith CEapek'a solution skim milk agar; Proteo­
lysis ws less oonspiouous when the oulturos were incubated in air than 
in an atmosphere composed mainly of carbon dioxide, Protoolysis was 
moot conspicuous when the cultures wore incubated in air 3 days follmved 
by 5 days in carbon dioxide, whereas it was practically imperceptible 
with cultures incubated in the air* 
The inhibitive effect of carbon dioxide on the growth of the 
penicillia was apparent from tho comparative sizes of the colonies in­
cubated mdor the different conditions. The cultujres grown in air de­
veloped normally, those Incubated 3 days in air followed by 5 days in 
carbon dioxide wore definitely retarded in gr^avi'th, while those incubated 
6 days in carbon dioxide showed only a small amount of development* 
TABLE VI 
EFFECT OF CAHBON DIOXIDE ON DSTECTIOU OF PROTEOLYSIS 
lacubatioa at 21® C» 
Proteolysis on Czapek*s solution skim milk agar 
In air 3 days followed by In carbon dioxide 
In air 8 daya g days in oarbon dioxide 3 days 
Cul- Age Diameter of 
tare in colony prd-teolysia ooloi^ proteolysis colony proteolysis 
no» days cm, om» em» cni> om« om» 
J- ^ ^ ^ 
9 6 7,h 0,0* 5.0 5.1 3»k 5.1+ 
8 8.7 0,0 6.I^  6,5 5.3 5.U 
14- 3»h 0.0 U,i|. 0.0 2,9 2,k 
25 6 6.0 0,0* 7.7 6.8 5.3 5.2 
8 8,0 0.0 8,6 8,5 7.8 7.^+ 
k U.5 0*0 lul 0.0 3.1 1.7 
ia 6 7*h 0,0 7.3 6,0 5*7 5.2 
8 8.6 0,0 8j| 8j;3 8.1 8.7 
Proteolysis on beef infusion skim milk ageir 
k 2.8 0,0 2,9 0,0 3.3 0,0 
9 6 U.O 0,0 5.1 0,0 3*k 3.8'»» 
8 4,7 0,0 6,2 5.2** 7»k 0,0 
2,0 0.0 2*2 0,0 2,6 0,0 
25 6 3.0 0,0 lu2 0,0 i+.9 3*5** 
8 3,8 0,0 5.7 U.6*» 0.0 0.0 
k 2.3 0,0 2.8 0.0 3.0 0.0 
la 6 3.2 0,0 5.2 0,0 h>k 0,0 
8 3.7 0*0 6^5 0^0 6.3 0.0 
•Suggestion of proteolysis, not positive 
••Faintly proteolytic 
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b. Results with baef Infuaion skim milk agart Proteolysis 
was not evident when the cultures were groivn in air on beef infusion milk 
agar* Sli>;ht proteolysis Tms noted with cultures 9 and 25 after 3 days 
in air and 5 days in carbon dioxide, wMlo culture i|l shov^cd no evidence 
of proteolysis. After 6 days in carbon dioxide, proteolysis ims slight 
irith cultures 9 and 25» v;hilo it was absont with culture I4I. After 8 
days proteolysis v/as absont with all of the cultures incubated under 
carbon dioxide. 
From the data presented in table T1 it is evident that pro­
teolysis Tra.8 less conspicuous v/hen the cultures were incubated in air 
than T^hen they were incubated in an atmosphere composed mainly of carbon 
diosdde. The data also shov; that beef infusion skim milk agar was un-
satisfactoiy for the detection of proteolysis by the penicillia, v^hether 
the cultures were incubated in air or in an atmosphere coinposed mainly of 
carbon dioxide. 
Comparison of acidified milk agar and carbon dioxide techniques for 
determination of proteolytic aotivlties of certain penioillia 
The acidified milk agar technique, suggested by Thorn (71)» 
cnnsistecl of growing the psnicillia on a medium prepared by pouring to­
gether hot agar and hot acidified ckim milk in equal proportions. The 
milk 'was acidified by the addition of 2.0 ml. of a 5 cent acetic add 
solution to 98 nil. skim milk. A flocculent precipitate of curd fomed 
in the agar. The plates were incubated in air at 21" C. and examined 
after 1+, 6 and 10 days; proteolysis yi&s evidenced by the formation of a 
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clear zona iji tho iTLedii-ua imiJor and around tlia colony# IMbh bha carbon 
dioxldg tsclmlqua the cultures rvox'o sro\-vn on Caapek's solution milk agar 
in the air i| dayo and them in an a-iaaosphore in ?/hich the air iiad been 
almost entirely replaced by carbon dioxide. Tho tcmpei'e.buro of incuba­
tion vias 21" 0, and tho plateo -ifore oxomined arter i|. and 10 daya. Tho 
results of nine comparinon."? of tho acidrlfied skint milk asar tochiiique 
with tho carbon dioxide techaiiquo for determining the protcolybic activi­
ties of certain penicillia are presented in table "'/ll. 
The data shovr that more clear cut results viero obtained v/ith 
tho carbon dierdde teclmique than vdth the acidified niilk agar tecimique. 
Tho diameters of the proteolyzod areas vrore ooinev/lvat smaller v/ith the 
acidified milk agar technique, the maxlmuin diameter being 7*5 the 
minimum 5»9 cm» azid. the average <^2 compared i"dth maximum, mini­
mum and average diameters with tho carbon dioxide technique of 8.5» 3»5 
and 5*U cm», respectively. 
The two methods compared favorably vdth respect to prote­
olysis! hoAvover, with the acidified milk agar technique the lines of 
demarcation between the imhydrolyzed and hydrolyeed areas were not as 
sharply defined as vriLth the carbon dioxide technique. Proteolysis •v.'ith 
the acidified milk agar tecimique \ms very good in tvro comparisons, good 
in tvra, moderate in four and slight in one, compared vdth four very good, 
one good, three moderate and one slight with the carbon dioxide pro­
cedure. 
Figure 3 presents the results of four comparisons of the 
carbon dioxide and acidified milk agar techniques for the detection of 
TABLE VII 
COMPAELSON OF ACIDIFIED KELK AGAR TECmUQUlS MTR CARBON 
DIOXEDE TECISNIQUE FOR DETEELCEKANOH OF PROTEOLYTIC 
ACTIVITIES OF CERTAIN PSINCILLIA 
Results 
Carbon ^03d.de technique 
Acidified nilk agar technique (incuoated in air h days + 6 days 
(incubated in air at 21° C») in carbon dioxide at 21° C«) 
Age Diaaeter of Diameter of 
Culture in colony proteolysis colony proteolysis 
no. days cm* eta. Proteolysis cm. on. Proteolysis 
6 h 1.4 1.4 
Slight 3.5 0.0 lEiperceptible 
10 7.7 6.9 Moderate 5.2 5.4 Moderate 
n h 1.1 0.6 Slight 2.7 0.0 Iraperceptible ( 10 3.7 3.9 Slight 4*6 4.8 Moderate 
8 h 1.1 
1.0 Good 2.5 2.5 Moderate 
10 h'5 4.0 Good 5.4 5.5 Tory good 
o h 1.2 1.2 Good 4.6 0.0 laperceptible y 10 6.2 5.7 Good 8.2 8.3 Very good 
li+ h 
2.0 2.0 Slight 3.3 0.0 Imperceptible 
10 7.2 7.5 Moderate 5.1 3.5 Slight 
15 h 
1.6 1.0 Good 3.1 0.0 Imperceptible 
10 5.5 4.5 Very good 5.2 5.5 Tery good 
25 h 
1.5 1.2 Moderate 3.2 0.0 Iiaperceptible 
10 4.2 4.2 Tory good 5.3 5.7 Tery good 
27 
2.0 1.4 Slight 3.8 0.0 Imperceptible 
10 5.7 4.8 Moderate 5.3 5.7 Moderate 
ia h 
1.0 0.0 iHperceptible 2.6 0.0 Imperceptible 
10 4.G 4.4 Moderate 5.1 4.7 Good 
CULTURE; 15 CULTURE 9 
CULTURE 142 CULTURE 26 
ACIDIFIED MILK AGAR TECHNIQUE CARBON DIOXIDE TECHNIQUE 
FIGURE 3. COMPARISON OF ACIDIFIED MILK AGAR TECHNIQUE WITH CARBON DIOXIDE 
TECHNIQUE FOR DETECTION OF PROTEOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF CERTAIN 
PENICILLIA 
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protoolysia by vario-as porilcillia. Although proteolysis -ms roadily 
dateotod Tdth both tcolmiquos. tho roaults obbaln<>d vd'th the carbon 
dloxida tachiolquo rrore more arvldent cuid tlio boundaries of the proteo-
lyzed arona vror© mors clearly doflnod than -vTith tho acidj.fiod r;iill: ngar 
taohnlquo. 
Prom tJie data preaentsd in tablo VII and figuro 3, it is 
apparent that sonOThat m.^ro clear out rociAlta -sTora usually ob-bai:ied witli 
the carbon dioxide techniquo in tho detootion of proteolysis by certain 
penioillia as compared vdth the acidified irdlk ajjar teci-uilquej -tvhen the 
cultures iroro incubated at 21° C. Although tlis tvra inothodo c<5m£)arod 
favorably vdth rospeot to porcoptibility of proteolysis, the lines of 
demrcntion betiTeon tho unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed areas v/ere not as 
sharply defined "with the acidified milk agar as Trith tlie oarbon dioxide 
technique, 
Lipolytic and Proteolytic Activities of 
Various Penioillia 
Various cultures of penioillia employed in the ripening of 
blue veined cheeses differ in. their moirphologic and physiologic oharac-
teristics. It is, therefore, to be expected that vajriations in results 
vdll ooour in cheese ripening. Lipolysia and proteolysis are believed to 
be the principal functions of the penioillia in cheese ripening. Accord­
ingly, the lipolytic and proteolytic activities of the penicillia 
aSBOoiated -vd-th the ripening of blue veined cheeses were investigated. 
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Renrlgyy of literature 
The ability of molds employed in the ripening of blue veined 
cheeses to elaboi^te ensymes capable of bringing about decomposition of 
fats and proteins has beon reported by various investigators• 
The production of lipase by Penicillium glaucuia -vms observed 
by Camus (9), who found that a vaidation in the irate of inoculation into 
a solution of monobutyrin caused a variation in the production of lipase# 
In a study of the lipase production of Penicilll\aa glaucum and other 
microorganisms, Laxa (i|.9) noted two types of hydrolysis* Some bacteria 
and molds were capable of decomposing all of the triglycerides in a fat, 
•whereas others could hydrolyze only those of lower molecular weights. 
The two strains of Penicillium glaucum studied by Laxa were capable of 
hydrolyzing fat. The lipolytic properties of Penioillium glaucum were 
also observed by Orla-Jensan (56) and by Rahn (61), who noted that the 
mold has powerful fat hydrolyzing properties. From an extensive study 
of the fat hydrolysis occurring during the ripening of roquefort cheese, 
Currie (l^) concluded that the decomposition is due to a water soluble 
lipase produced by Penioillium rogueforti and results in an accumulation 
of free and combined forms of fatty acids and their hydrolyzable salts. 
This investigator grew Pgoicillim iroqueforti on Caapek's solution in 
which cane sugar had been replaced by pure butterfat, tributyrin, ethyl 
butyrate, glycerol, butyric acid or ammonium butyrate. The mold was 
capable not only of growing these substances but also of hydrolyzing them 
and utilising their constituents as a source of carbon. Currie also 
noted lipolysis of ethyl acetate, ethyl butyrate, triacetin and 
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trilratyrin vrith a material prepared by triturating air dried mold 
raycelium with powdered glass* 
That proteolysis occurs during the ripenizjig of blue oheese 
was pointed out by Currie (13}t oited some unpublished data from Dox 
showing the percentage distribution of nitrogen in a prime, wall ripened 
cheese to be as followsi oaseoses 10»7» peptones 8«6« amino acids 29*1, 
ammonia 6»1 and insoluble nitrogen cent} small amounts of 
tyrosin were also noted* According to Collins (11) and to Naylor, Smith 
and Collins (55)» the esterase and protease activities of Penioillium 
roqueforti are proportional to the mold growth. Golding (26) concluded 
that low concentrations of acetic acid in milk reduced digestion of 
casein by Penicillitua roqueforti, whereas the addition of citric acid 
resulted in increased digestion. 
Lipolytic activities of various penicillia 
The lipolytic activities of various penicillia on butterfat 
and on cottonseed oil were studied both with the natural fat and the nile 
blue sulfate techniques, while their actions on diffeirent triglycerides 
were investigated only with the nile blue sulfate procedure. Since none 
of the penicillia studied were capable of hydrolyzing trimyristin, 
txdpaLnitin or tristearin, the data obtained with these triglycerides 
ware omitted. 
The lipolytic activities of the cultures ware rated by 
determining the ratio of coloiay growth to the extent of lipolysis, as 
L 
expressed by "TTt l> represented the diameter in cm. of the hydrolyzed 
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area cmd C the diameter of the colony. Yfhon tho value was l.OO the 
diameters of the colony and the hydrolyzed area -were the same, and when 
it ivaa lesB than 1.00 the area lipolyzed -was smaller than that of the 
colony. 
Lipolytic aotivities of certain penicillia on butterfat* 
Tablo VIII gives the results obtained vdth 19 cultures in determining 
the lipolytic activities on butterfat, after an incubation of 8 days at 
21" C. 
a. Results vdth natural fat techniques The data show -wide 
differences between the lipolytic aotivities of tho cultures, as 
indicated by the comparative values and the unifomity and intensity 
of lipolysis. The prono\moed lipolytic cultures showed a loaxiinuin •«-\j 
value of 1,00, a miuimura of 0,75 an- average of 0,91f while one 
moderately lipolytic culture exhibited a value of 0«65 and the slightly 
lipolytic cultures showed inaxiiiiuin, minlmuia and average values of 0*lii|, 
0,18 and 0»'5h$ respectively. Cultures with values of 0,00 vrere con-
V 
Bidered nonlipolytic on butterfat, according to the natural fat tech­
nique. Mth respect to uniformity and intensity of lipolysis, cultures 
9 and 21 were uniform and very pronouacedi cultures 5» 6, 15 and 25 were 
uniform and pronounced; cultujres 8, 18 and 20 were nonuniform and pro-
nouncedj culture 10 was uniform emd moderatej cultures 23, 2l<. and 26 were 
nonuniform and slighti and cultures 1| 7» 16 and 22 were non» 
lipolybic, 
b. Results with nile blue sulfate techniquet With a few 
exceptions tho reetults were in general agreement v/ith those obtained by 
6U 
TABLE VIH 
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OP CERTAIN PENICILLIA 
ON BUTTEBFAT 
Incubation 6 days at 21* C» 
a» Results ndLth natural feit teohnlque 
Culture 
no. 
Diameter 
of colony 
cm* 
L» 
IT 
•ralue 
Uniformity 
of 
lipolysis 
Lipolysis 
1 9.0 0.00 
5 s.iv 0.95 iTnifom Prono\inoed 
6 6.9 0.75 Unifom Pronounced 
7 8.6 0.00 
0 9.0 0«86 Konunifom Pronounced 
9 9.0 1«00 Unifom Very pronounced 
10 8.0 0.65 Unifom Moderate 
13 9.0 0.00 
lU 6.8 0.00 
15 8.5 0.80 Unifom Pronovmced 
16 5.1 0.00 
18 8.0 0,87 Bbzninifona Proxiounced 
20 9.0 1.00 Noaunifom Proxiounoed 
21 9.0 1.00 Unifom Very pronounced 
22 9.0 0.00 
9.0 o.l4v Honunifom Slight 
2^ 9.0 0.18 Nonunifom SUght 
25 7.7 0.97 Unifom Pronounced 
26 9.0 0.39 Nonunifom Slight 
Table oontiimed on page 65# 
Table VIII continued. 
b. Results •ssith nilo blue sulfate techniqae 
1 5.2 0.61 Nonunlfom Moderate 
5 5.2 0.80 Uniform Pronoxmoed 
6 5.2 0.80 Uniform Pronounced 
7 5.0 o.i^ U Ifoziuniform Slight 
0 5»k 0.9U Uommlfom Pronounced 
9 3.7 1.00 Uniform Very pronoTinoed 
10 3.9 0.52 Uniform Moderate 
13 it.3 0.00 
lU 0.00 
15 k,o 0.67 Uniform Pronounced 
16 2.1 0.00 
18 U.0 0.55 Nonuniform Moderate 
20 5.7 0.66 Uniform Pronounced 
21 5.8 0.93 Uniform Very pronounced 
22 6,0 0.00 
23 k»6 0.67 Nonuniform Moderate 
2h 0.26 Nonuniform Slight 
25 3.3 0.97 Nonuniform Pronounced 
26 5.7 0.37 Nonunifom Slight 
* L «. Diameter In cm^ of area oontalnlng hydrolyzed fat 
C ** Dlaaeter in <m» of colony area ' 
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means of the natniral fat tsclmlqixe. The pronounoed lipolytic cultures 
shoiTOd maxinium, minimm and average valuos of 1»00, 0»66 and 0,85» 
c 
respectively, as compared irith corresponding values of the moderately 
lipolytic penicillia of 0»67i 0»52 and 0«59 and of the slightly lipolytic 
cultures of O.ijjU* 0«26 and 0*37* regard to uniformity and intensity 
of lipolyais, cultures 9 and 21 were uniform and very pronouncadj 
cultures 5» 6, 15 and 20 v/ere uniform and pronouncedj cultures 8 and 25 
vrera nonuniform and pronounoed; culture 10 was uniform and moderate; 
cultures 1, 18 and 23 were nonunifom and moderate; cultures 7» 2^4 and 26 
•wore nonuniform and slight, v/hereas cultures 13, lU» 16 and 22 were 
nonlipolyfcic according to the technique employed. 
Lipolytic aotivities of certain penicillia on cottonseod 
oil» The lipolytic activities on cottonseed oil vrere studied with 18 
cultures. Table IX gives the results obtained after 7 days at 21° C» 
a. Reaulta Trith natural fat techniques The lipolytic 
aotivities on cottonseed oil varied considerably, as indicated by the 
comparative values and the uniformity and intensity of lipolysis. 
The pronounced lipolytic cultures shov/ed a maximum value of 1,00, 
a minimum of 0.72 and an average of 0,83, while the moderately lipolytic 
cultures ahovred maximum, minlTium and average values of 0»83» 0,61 and 
0.79» respectively; one slightly lipolybic culture ghov;ed an v».lue 
of 0*7U* Five cultures Ydth values of 0.00 were regarded as non-
lipolytic according to the natural fat technique. In regard to xxnifornii-
ty and intensity of lipolysis, culture 9 was uniform and very pronoun-oed; 
cultures 6, 8, 10, 15# 21 and 25 ware uniform aiid pronounced; cultures 1 
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TABLE IX 
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF OEBTAIH PENIGILLIA 
OH COTTONSEED OIL 
Incubation 7 "Says at 21* C. 
a^ Bosults with natural fat technique 
Culture 
no* 
Diameter 
of colony 
cm. 
L 
ir 
•value 
Unlfoimity 
of 
lipolysia 
Lipolysits 
1 6i7 0.78 Nonuniform Pronounced 
5 6*6 0*61 tTniform Uoderate 
6 7i8 0.74 Unifom Pronounced 
7 8^2 0.7U Nonunifom Slight 
8 8.1 0.72 Itoifom Pronounced 
9 Q;3 1*00 ITnifom Very prono\moed 
10 7*7 0.8U Uniform Pronounced 
13 7k7 0*72 Honunifozm Modorato 
14 k^z 0.00 
15 7^3 0fc85 Uniform Pronounced 
16 5%2 0.00 
18 7.5 0.93 Honuniform Pronounced 
20 6.9 0.00 
21 6i»9 0.76 Unifom Pronounced 
22 6.0 0.83 Honunifom Moderate 
7.6 0.00 
2li 8,0 0.00 
25 8.0 
CO •
 
o
 Unifom Pronounced 
Table continued on page 68, 
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Table IX oontlnued. 
b« Results Tvith nils blue sulfate technique 
1 iu5 0.62 Hommlfoxm Moderate 
5 iuO 0,80 Uniform Pronounced 
6 5.5 0,58 Unifom Uodemte 
7 5.0 0»ii0 Nonunirom Slight 
a 5.7 0.93 nonunlfom Pronounced 
9 luQ 1.00 Unifom Very pronouaioed 
10 5*k 0»82 Unlfozm Pronounced 
6.5 0.00 
14 3.2 0,00 
15 iu5 0.88 Unifom Pronounced 
16 2.G 0.00 
18 3.6 0.80 Nommifom Moderate 
20 5.2 0.00 
21 5.1 1.00 Unifom Very pronoimoed 
22 5.8 0.00 
23 5.6 0.00 
2U 6.0 0.1(1 Nonunifom Slight 
2? 1^2 0.96 Unifom Pronounced 
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and 18 v/ere nonuniform and pronouncodj culture 5 was unifom and 
moderate; cultures IJ and 22 wara nonuniform and moderatej culture 7 was 
nonunifora and slight; v.'hile cultures ll4., 16, 20, S3 and 2I4. wore non-
lipolytic, 
b. Results Tflfitli nils blue sulfate teolmiquei Except in a 
few instances the results vrero in general agreement -with those obtained 
xvlth tho natural fat technique. The pronounced lipolytic ponicillia 
shovrad maximum, mlnissim and average values of 1»00, 0»80 and 0«91» 
V 
respectively, as compared v.lth corresponding values of the moderately 
lipolytic cuHnires of 0*80, O.58 and 0«67 and of the slightly lipolytic 
molds of O.ijl, O.IiO and 0»lil5« Some of the cultures v/ere considered non-
lipolytic since they gave values of 0«00> With respect to uniformity 
and intensity of lipolysis cultures 9 and 21 were uniform and very pro­
nounced} cultures 5» 10* 15 25 were uniform and pronouncedj culture 8 
•was nonuniform end paronounoadj culture 6 was unifom and moderate; 
cultures 1 and 18 vrer© nonuniform and moderate; cultures 7 SU were 
nonuaifom and slight; v/hereas cultures I5, lU, 16, 20, 22 and 25 were 
nonlipolytic. 
From the data presented in tables ¥111 and IX it is evident 
tliat there vrae considerable variation in the lipolytic activities of 
various penioillia on buttarfat and cottonseed oil, as determined by the 
natural fat and the nile blue sulfate techniques, Tliis variation is 
evident in ttie values and in the uniformity and tho intensity of 
lipolysis of the cultures. 
Vfitli a few exceptions there was a general agreement between 
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the natiiral fat toolinique and the xdlo Taluc sulfate pi-ooodure vdth. 
rtjapect bo the lipolytic acti-vitios of the ponicillia. 
Lipolytio acti-'/itias of cortaia. ponieillla on some simple 
triglycerides. The lipolybio activities of eight ponicillia on oome 
simple trlglyceridoa were dotonainod by aioona of the nile blue aulfato 
tectoiquo, or by tho disappoairoicG of the triglycerides. The dye ms 
added to tho raediuw in tho proportion of 1 part to 10,000 parts of agar. 
The results after 9 days at 21° G. are presented in table X. 
The data show considorablo -rariatioa. in the lipolytio 
aoti"7ities of the peaicillia on the sinplo triglycsridoGj this 'ims in-
dioatod by tlie relationship of tho diameter of tho oolony to tho area 
which shcrtTed lipolysis, as ropreaentcd by tho expression 
Tripropionin oxliibited a high degi'oe of toidoity toward th© 
peaioillia, as shoTwin by the sizes of tlie colonies; the laaxiiaum colony 
diometor on the medium containing tripropionin -nEa ij..5 om», tho jninimum 
ms 0»0 cm, and tiae averago ims 2«3 cm. Hone of the culturos shorred 
hydrolysis of tripropionin, 
Tributyrin also inhibited grovrfch of tho ponicillia but th© 
inhibition ims not as marked as Tdth tripropionin. The mccdrauKS, niinijnuja 
and average dituneters of the colonies viero 6.0, 2.0 and 3*6 re-
spectivoly, Tho pcsnioillia caused hydrolysis of tributyrin quit© 
T 
readily, as evidenced by masciBnan, mirdirana and averas© values of 1.75» 
1.00 and 1.27, respectively. The highest values were shown by cultures 
12, 13» 18 and 1^, wliilo relatively low values Trere shovfn by cultures 5» 
9, 15 and 25. 
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TABLE X 
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF CERIAIH PEKICILLIA ON SOM! 
Inoubatlon 9 de^e at SI* C* 
Trlpropiojiiii ' Tritiu-fcyrin Trlvaleria Trioap'roln Trtheptyllii 
biaiaoter l 'biamo1;er l Diametor i, Diameter 'l Pilame'feer L 1 
Culture of colony "c" of colony 't of colony "'6 of colony C of coloay C « 
no* cm* value om« 'value cm. value cm* value om* value 
luB IIoS rp+ 3751 ^^ JIH—IHTT" 
9 3.2 0.00 6.0 1.00 5*7 1.01 2*6 1«00 2*3 1.00 
12 O.a 0.00 2.0 1.73 1*6 1.00 1.0 0.00 1.2 0.00 
13 0.0 0.00 2.0 l.ilO 5.1 1.02 0.6 4 • 3.5 + » 
15 3.U 0.00 3.i4. 1.06 3.2 0.70 2,9 0.97 2.1». 0.88 
18 0.0 0.00 2.U 1,29 2.6 1.19 3.6 + • 4.8 0.75 
25 2.9 0.00 1;.2 UOh U.6 0.78 2.0 O.5U 3.3 1»00 
jo U.5 0.00 3.7 l»6o 3.0 1.23 3.6 0.9U iu6 0.91 
x-Llpolysis positive, but too poorly defixxed for aoourate measuraaent. 

TABLE X 
lES OF CERTAIH PEHICILLIA ON SOME SIMPLE TRIGLYCERIDES 
Xnoubation 9 daye at 21® C» 
Trioaprd.ln Irlheptyilk Trloaprylln Trioaprln Trliau'r^ Jriolqin 
Diameter h Diamoitar biameter Jkm 
nr 
lltiame-ber Diameter 
•If. jDiameier .iiiw 
af colony -r of colony of colony of colony of colony of colony 
om* value am. valvia om. value om. value em. value cm. value 
2*6 0.60 6.^ 6 0.^ 3 3.7 0.88 lUl + » 3.0 i.ob 
2*6 1.00 2.3 1.00 2.U 1.00 6.0 1.00 2.9 + » 2.9 1.00 
1«0 0.00 1.2 0.00 9.0 0.00 9.0 0.00 8.0 0.00 9.0 0.51 
0«6 4 • 3.5 + • 7.8 0.00 0.7 0.00 6.3 0.00 9.0 + • 
2.9 0.97 2.1^  0.80 3.3 0.87 3.2 0.93 2.9 + • 3.5 1.00 
5.6 + • iu8 0.75 3.0 + • 9.0 + » 6.2 0.00 0.5 0.00 
2.0 0.51+ 3.3 1.00 3.0 0.66 1.8 1.20 2.3 4- • 2.2 1.00 
3.6 0.9U l4«6 0.91 1.8 1.00 1.7 0.6? 3.2 + » iu7 1.00 
ate measuranezit* 
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The maadjnum diameter of the colonies on trdiralerin vras 5*7 
cm,, the minimum was 1»6 cm. and the average 3»8 cm. This triglyceride 
was readily hydrolysed by all eight cultures, as indicated by maalmuia, 
minimum and average values of l*S3a 0»70 and 0«99» respectively# 
Cultures 5» 9» 12, 13» IQ and Lfl showed high values, while cultures 
15 and 25 exhibited low values* 
Trioaproin also retarded the growth of some cultures. The 
maximum diameter of the colonies was 3*6 cm., the minimum was 0.6 cm. and 
the average was 2.3 cm. Marked differences were noted in the lipolytic 
activities of the cultures on tricaproin. The maximum value waa 
1.00, the minimum was 0.00 and the average was O.^l* The highest 
values were shown by cultures 9» 15 and i4l, intermediate by cultures 5 
and 25 and low values by cultures 12, 13 and 18. 
Vl/hen the cultures were grown on the medium containing tid-
heptylin, the maximum colony diameter was i|*6 cm., the minimum was 1.2 
cm. and the average was 3*2 om. The maximum, minimum and average 
values were 1.00, 0.00 and 0.66, respectively. The values for cultures 
9, 15# 25 and Ul were relatively high, those for cultures 5 and 18 were 
medium and the minimum values were shown by cultures 12 aiid 13* 
The girowth of the penicillia on the medium containing tri-
capiylin showed relatively large differences, as indicated by maximum, 
minimum and average colony diameters of 9*0, 1.8 and lu2 cm., respective­
ly, There were also definite differences in the lipolytic activities of 
T 
the cultures, the maximum value being 1.00 and the average value 
0,56. The minimum value was expressed aa plusj this indicated positive 
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lipolysls vrhloh was too indefinite for aoourate measurement. The 
highest values were shown with cultures 5# 9i 15 md I4I, while oul-
tur© 25 showed an intermediate value and culture 18 a low value i cultures 
12 and 13 were nonlipolytic# 
The maximum diajoieter of a colony grown on the medium contain­
ing trioaprin ma 9«0 om«, the minimum was 0«7 cm. and the average was 
cm» There was considerahle variation in the lipolytic activities of 
the penioillia, as shovna by maximum, minimum and average values of 
1.2, 0.00 and O.58, respaotively. The highest values were shovna by 
cultures 5» 9» 15 aiid 25, an intermediate value by culture Ul and low 
values by cultures 12, IJ and 18, 
On the medium which contained dispersed trilaurin, the 
maximum, minimum and average diameters of the colonies v/ere 0»O, 2.3 
and U,5 cm., respectively. Cultures 5» 9» 15* 25 and I4I showed slight 
but positive lipolysis of trilaurin, as indicated by the plus values, 
while negative results were obtained with cultures 12, 13 and 18, 
The colonies on the medium containing triolein showed a 
maximum diameter of 9»0 cm,, a minimum of 0,5 oh* and an average of 
cm. The lipolytic activities of the cultures on txdolein showed wide 
differences, as indicated by maximum, minimum and average values of 
1,00, 0,00 and 0,69, respectively. High values were shown by 
cultures 5» 6, 15# 25 and Ijl, an intermediate value by culture 12 and 
low values by cultures I3 and 18# 
Additional trials were also made comparing the lipolytic 
7h 
activities of certain penicillia on some simple triglycerides on a 
medium containing nile blue sulfate in the proportion of 1 part of the 
dye to 15,000 parts agar. The plates were inspected twice for lipolysis 
and colony growth* The first examination was made after an incubation 
peidod of Ij. days in air plus 6 days in an atmosphere consisting mostly of 
carbon dioxide at 21" C* The plates were then incubated 8 additional 
days in the carbon dioxide atmosphere, after which they were again 
examined. The purpose of incubating the plates in carbon dioxide was to 
retard growth and thus prevent a heavy growth, which rendered the 
examination for lipolysis underneath the colonies difficult* The results 
are presented in table XI, 
a. Results with cultures incubated k days in air plus 6 days 
in carbon dioxide at 21* C«i The data show significant differences in 
the lipolytic activities of certain penicillia on some triglycerides, as 
ovldencod by their values. 
The toxicity of tripropionin toward the penicillia was 
evident from the sitsea of the colonies* The maximum diameter of a colony 
was 2,0 cm,, the minimum was 0*5 om, and the average was l^ii cm* With 
culture 11+ no growth was evident. No evidence of lipolysis of tripro­
pionin ms noted with any of the cultures and the values were 0,00. 
Tributyrin also inhibited mold growth, although the inhibi­
tion was not as great as with tripropionin. The mfiotimum diameter of the 
colonies was 3*9 om,, the minimum was 2,2 om* and the average was 2,9 cm, 
Tributyrin was readily hydrolyzad by all of the cultures, as evidenced by 
relatively high values* The maximum, minimum and avemge 4- values 
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TABLE XI 
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OP CEEIAIN PENICILLIA OH SOME 
Trlpropionln' Trlbutyrin ' ' Tri^lorln Trloaproln Trihep'fe ylln 
Dlsimoter " L Diameter l^amoter Diameter li' Diamoter L ! 
Culture of oolony "c"' of colony 0 of colony C of oolooy C of oolot^ "tT* ( 
no, om» value om. value caa, value om» value oau value 
a. Cultuz>e0 Incubated I4. daye in air + 6 d ays In < 
"Z ^ oZoo 2I2 1709 3^ Hoo Ijk5 ol6o 
7 1.0 0,00 3.9 0.85 iu4 0.77 k»9 0.39 l4«8 0*^ 
lU 0.0 0,00 2.5 1.12 1.6 1.00 0*k5 3.0 0.63 
25 0.5 0.00 2.3 1.13 2,9 1.05 3.0 0.57 3.U O'W 
27 2.0 0.00 3.8 1.05 3.8 3.8 Q.g'i ii.1 0*56 
b. Cultures Incubated 14- days In air + ll). days In 
-3 oToo 3^7 CTT 1+19 51^8 5a 53 3^9 0.59 
7 2.0 0.00 iu7 1.23 5.5 0.96 6.5 0.77 6,1 O.85 
llv 0,5 0.00 3.6 l.Ui. 3.1 0.90 5*2 0.67 14.2 0.29 
25 0.9 0.00 U,J4. 1.37 h*2 1.10 0.82 J4.I 0.88 
27 3.8 0.00 5*7 1.07 6.0 l.Qg 5.0 0.56 5.8 0.7I 
•Lipolysie positive* but too poorly defined for accurate measurement; 

TABLE XI 
OP CERTAIN PE2IICILLIA OH SOME SIJiPLE TRIGLYCERIDES 
rioaprol'n Irlh»p^ ylin Irloaprylia Trlcaprla Trllaurln Triolein 
leter l Diaaietdr L Diam^ar L Piaster L !Diamo'i;er IT Diameter L 
loloay C of oolouy "TT* of colony "c of colony C of colony C of colony 0 
>m> value <sm» value om> value cm* value cm. value cm» value 
L I), days in air + 6 days in oarbon dioxide at 21' C* 
0.60 5.9 0.59 3.9 0.614. 5.7 0.70 3.S • 3.8 0.58 
^.9 0.39 i|«8 o.i^a 1+.U 0.39 iul oM k»h 0.00 lu6 0.00 
u2 0.1).5 3.0 0.63 3.8 0.39 U^l o.ii9 14.1 0.00 lul 0.00 
i.O o«57 3.1+ 0.I4U 2.6 0.5U 3.0 0.87 2.8 0.00 3.6 0.69 
i*8 0.55 0.56 3.5 0.51 3.5 0.60 ?.7 0.00 3.8 * 
L 14. days in air + II4. days in carbon diosdde at 21* 0. 
f.l 0.78 3.9 0.59 o.aii^ 3.8 0.87 3.5 * 14.2 0.95 
>.5 0.77 6.1 0.85 5.8 0.59 1+.5 0.8U. 5.2 0.00 5.5 0.73 
uZ 0.67 0.29 lt.1 0.68 5.0 o.eli. h*3 * k.5 * 
Utk 0.8S 1^1 0.88 k*2 0.62 4.6 0.91 i+.o * 5.0 0.52 
i.O 0.£^  5.8 0.71 k.7 0.68 U.9 0.92 5.1 0.00 6.0 * 
iaeasur«ment* 
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vrore l.lj* 0*85 1»05» respaotively. With the exception of culture 
7 which showed the lowest iralue, the molds showed relatively uniform 
V 
lipolyais on tidbutyrin. 
The maximum colony diameter on the meditun containing tri-
valerin was U*!; cm«« the minimum was 1*6 om» and the average was 3*2 cm. 
Although trivalarln showed less inhihitoiry effect than tributyrin toward 
certain penicillia, it was more toxic toward culture II4., which developed 
a colony measuring 1«6 om» in diameter compared to 2.5 on. on tributyrin. 
The five cultures produced pronounced lipolyais on trivalerin, as shown 
by maximum, miniimjm and average values of l.OJ, 0.77 a^id 0.92, re­
spectively. The highest values were shown by cultures 6, li^ and 25 and 
the lowest by cultures 7 27» 
The restraining influence of tricaproin on mold groivth was 
less marked than with the triglycearides of lower molecular weights. The 
maximum, minimum and average diameters of the colonies were J4.»9» 3*0 and 
T 
il-.l cm,, respectively. The maximum value was 0,60, the minimum was 
0»39 and the average was 0,51» The highest values v^ere shown by cultures 
6, 25 and 27 and the lowest by cultures 7 ll+. 
The maximum, minimum and average diameters of the colonies 
on triheptylin were U«8a 3*0 and 3*9 ®ii«» roapeotivaly. Less variation 
was noted in the lipolytic activities of the cultures than with the 
lower triglycerides, as indicated by a maximum value of 0,63, a 
minimum of 0»l4i4- and an average of 0»5lu The highest values vrere noted 
with cultures 6, lij. and 27 and the lowest with cultures 7 and 25, 
Golonios on the medium which contained dispersed tricaprylin 
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showed fairly normal developmentj the maximuffl colony dieuneter was U.!}. 
cm., the minimum vrae 2,6 cm. and the average diaaater vraa 3«^> c®* 
oulttiroe were moderately lipolytic on tricaprylin, as indicated bj/- a 
mpjcimum value of 0,611., a ralnins.'m of 0.39 and an avomga value of 
0.)49t The highest values -rrero shown hy cultures 6, 25 and 27 and Kj 
the lowest by 7 lU« 
The growth of the cultures on tricaprin showed marked 
similarity to the corresponding cultures on tricaprylin. The maximum, 
mini^mim and overage diameters of the colonies vrere i|*l, J.O and 3.7 cm,, 
respectively. All of the cultures caused hydrolysis of tricaprin. The 
maximum, minimum and average values were 0»87» O.I4I and 0»6l, re­
spectively, The highest values were shown by cultures 6, 25 and 27 and 
the lowest by 7 II4., 
Although tirilauirin showed some restraining action with 
respect to the growth of certain of the molds, fairly normal development 
of the cultures occurred in all cases. The maximum colony diameter was 
the minimum was 2,8 and the average was 3»7 Culture 6 f/aa the 
only mold in the group iJdiich showed definite lipolysis of trilaurinj 
this action was so slight and indefinite that no accujrate measurement of 
the hydrolyzed area could b© mad®, and consequently the lipolytic action 
was indicated by a plus sign. 
Triolein seemed to have no restraining effect on the growth 
of the penicillia. The maximm, minimum and the average sizes of the 
colonies were i;.6, 3*6 and 3»9 cm,, respectively. The valvxes showed 
moderate lipolysis with cultures 6 and 25, there was slight but positive 
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lipolytic action 7.dth cultura 27» viiiilo ncgativo activity ms indicated 
vath culture 0 7 lii. 
"b. Results T/ith cultures incubated I|. days in air plus IJ4. 
days in carbon dioxldo at 21* C»t The data sho^r results sLailar to those 
obtained on shorter incubation 7dth tho exception of a fevi- instances 
vrhere changes in tho valuoa htid occurred, Tripropionin again showed 
marked toxicity toward the ponicillia, as ©vidoncod by the diameters of 
the colonies. The niaximum diameter of the colonies vjae ij..O cm., the 
Eiiniraira treis 0,5 cm, and the average 2,2 cm. Cultures 7» lU an.d 25 showed 
the greatest inhibition. Hone of the cultures caused lipolysis on tri«» 
propionin, 
Tho maximum diameter of tho colonies on tributyrin was 5«7 
cm,, the ininimun titis 3,6 oia# and the average rao cm, Tho values 
u 
indicated pronounced lipolysis -p/ith all of tho cultures on tributyidnj 
the siaximum, mlniiaum and averas© values vrere 1«37» 1*07 1.19* re-
spoctively. The highest values were ishoiim by cultures 7 and 25 and the 
loT/ost by cultures 6» lU eund 27» 
The cultures on trivalerin shov/ed maxinuam, miniinura and 
avoras© diameters of 6.0, 5,1 and k»7 cm. Tho values of tJie cultures 
shovrod ijronounoed lipolysis on tho trlglycerido, as indieatod by a 
maximum value of 1,10, a minimum of 0.90 and an avorage of 0«99» 
Cultures 25 QJid 27 shotred the highest and cultures 6, 7 tho lowest 
values* 
Tricaproin had relatively little inhibitive influence on the 
growth of the penicillia studied. Tho maxinuai, rainiraum and average 
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diameters of the colonies xYsre 6.5, U»U and 5*2 cm. The cultures were 
moderately lipolytic on tricaproin, as indicated by the values; the 
maxiimm valxie ims 0,82, the minlimm -was O.56 and the average •me 0«72. 
Cultures 6, 7 and 25 had the hishest values and cultures 11+ and 27 the 
lowest. 
The cultures showed comparatively good grovrbh on triheptylin; 
the maxijnum colony diameter tos 6.1 cm., the rainimum was 3.9 om. and the 
average i|«8 cm. The cultures varied rather w3.dely in their abilities to 
cause lipolysis of triheptylin, as evidenced by maximum, minimusn and 
avera.f^e values of 0.88, 0,S9 a3.d 0,66, respectively. The highest 
values were noted ^vith cultures 7, 25 and 27 and the loiiTest vdth cultures 
6 end lU, 
The maximum size of the colonies on tricaprylin ms 5»8 cm», 
the minimum ytno U.l cm. and the average ma ij..6 em. in diameter. The 
oulturee did not show as -wide differences in their lipolytic activities 
T 
on tricaprylin as on the lower triglycerides. The maximum value of a 
cultvire -was 0,8U, the minimum vms 0.59 and the average ms 0.68. The 
hi];r^iQ8t values were shoivn by cultxires 6, II4. and 27 end the lowest by 
cultures 7 25» 
Tricnprin seemed to exhibit a slight inhibitive effect on the 
growth of flome of the oulturos T*hile others were not retarded in growth. 
The colonies showed a maxiraum diameter of 5»0 cm., a minimum of 3»8 cm, 
and an average of ii.S cm. in diameter. The cultures did not chow large 
differences in their values, as indicated by maximum, minimum and 
average values of 0,92, 0»8if and 0»88, respectively. 
00 
The maximum diainatei- of a colony on trilaurin 5*2 cai., 
the miniTaiam v.-us 3*5 om. and the avorago ms U.»3 c®* Cultures 6, II4. tmd 
25 slioivBcI indicatioE. of lii:)olyt.ic activity oa trilaurin; however, the 
llpolysis '.vtvi; slight and too indefinite to be maasured, consoquently a 
plus sign •jj.'aa used to desii^nate positive hydrolysis of the trislycerido# 
H6£;ative results vdth I'eepeot to lipolysia Trar© obtained \Yixh cultures 
7 and 27 and indicated by values of 0«00» 
The cultures ehoived nomal growth on ti'ioloin. The maximum, 
ininiwuift and average diainetore were 6.0, It.S and 5»0 om«, respectively. 
Large variations occurred iii the valuec. Cultures 6, 7 ^3 
showed bhe corresponding values of 0.95* 0»73 0*52, "vrhile cultures 
iLl anf] 27 ahoved slight but definite lipolysis as indicated by plus 
values. 
The lipolytic activities of certain peaicillia on soaae tri­
glycerides were again compared and the results are presented in figures 
U and 5* results are oiiailar to those given in tables X and XI viith 
the following exceptionsj cultures 5 15 ehowed active lipolysis of 
tripropioninj culture I5 exliibitod pronoimoed lipolysis of ti*ivalorin< 
culture 15 showed no lipolysis of trila\irlnj none of the cultures 
shov/ed lipolysia of trin^yristln or tripalinitla, two triglycerides were 
not included in the data reported in the tables# 
From the data prsBsnted in tables X and "XI and figures I4. and 
5, it is evident that there ms considerable variation in the lipolytic 
activities of various ponicillia on different triglycerides, In only a 
few inatancaa vma the lipolysis of tripropionln noted. However, 
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AGE IN DAYS 
LIPOLYSIS 
FIGURE i|. LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF CERTAIN PENICILLIA ON SOME SIIiPLE 
TRIGLYCERIDES 
CULTURE £2 CULTURE 21 CULTURE 16 CULTURE t. CULTURE 9. 
AGE IN DAYS 
COLONY — 
LILLYS It 
FIGUEE 5. LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF CERTAIN PENICILLIA ON SOME SILIPLE TRIGLYCERIDES 
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tributyrin and trivalerin was readily hydrolyzed by all of the cultures, 
As the molecular weights of the triglycerides increased, variations in 
the lipolytic activities of the cultures became more conspicuous. Some 
cultures showed relatively gradual declines in their lipolytic activities 
while others declined sharply on the lower triglycerides, beginning with 
tricaproin. Vrtiile most of the cultures were actively lipolytic on the 
triglycerides from tributyrin to and including trioaprin, several showed 
negative results with trilaurin. 
It is also evident that some of the triglycerides wore toxic 
with respect to the penicilliai this was evidenced by retarded culture 
growth. The cultures were variously affected by the different tri­
glycerides, some of them showing relatively high sensitivity while others 
were more resistant. In general the triglycerides that exhibited the 
most pronounced toxicity toward the penicillia were txlpropionin, tri­
butyrin, trivalerin, trioaprin and trilaurin# According to the data from 
figure 5» it is also evident that trlmyristin and tripalmitin were 
usually toxic towaird the molds. The least toxicity was evident with tri-
heptylin, trioaproin, trioaprylin and triolein. 
Factors Affecting Lipolysis of Fats 
Effect of carbon dioxide and nitrogen on lipolytic activities of ceirfcain 
penicillia on butterfat 
In studying the effect of certain gases on the lipolytic 
activities of the penicillia, the inoculated plates were placed under a 
all 
bell jar, aftor which tlio bottom of the jar was sealed vdth stopoook 
grease to a glass plate to prevent leakage of tlie gas mixture. A 
definite fraction of air was than evacuated from tJhie jar, as determined 
vdth a manometerj this -ms followed by introduction of the gas into the 
jar until normal atmospheric preseure avas obtained. When the gas mixture 
oonsisted of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the air was first replaced by 
carbon dioxide by permitting a stream of tha gas to enter the jar slowly 
through a tube vriiich extended almost to the bottom of the container. The 
incoming carbon dioxide gradually replaced the air •which v/as emitted 
through a Tent at the top of the jar, A definite fraction of carbon 
dioxide ms then eTacuated and nitrogen was introduced until normal at­
mospheric pressure -was regained. 
The effect of carbon dioxide and nitrogen on the lipolytic 
activities of certain penicillia vreis studied with five cultures on 
butterfat dispersed in Czapek^s solution agar, using the nile blue sul­
fate technique (l part dye in 15*000 parts agar). The results after 8 
days at 21° C, are presented in table XII• 
The data show marked differences in the lipolytic activities 
of the penicillia when groim under the influence of different gas 
mixtures, "When the cultures vrere groim in air, the maximum colony 
diameter was 6#5 cm,, the minimum was U»5 and the average was 5»3 cm. 
The maximum, minimum and average values were 0»89, 0,17 and 0«58, 
respectively, Cultujres 5» 15 25 showed unifom and pronounced 
lipolysis, while cultures 8 and 26 exhibited nonuxiiform and slight 
lipolytic action. 
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TABLE XII 
EFFECT OF CARBON DIOXIDE Alffl HITROGEN 01 1 
OP CERTAIIJ milCI UIA ON BUT! 
Incubation 8 daya at 21® 
Czapek's solution ap;^ + nile blue 8uii*ia1;e (l pari: 
3 parts air -f 1 part carbon dioxide j 3 payli' Normal air supply 
•Uniformity Diameter 
of colony 
Diameter ' i. Uniformity 
Lipolysiu of colony of Lipolysio 
caa* value lipolysis 
Di'ameter 
of colony Culture 
no* 
XJ ••  
of 
cm» value lipolyais cm* •VI 
5 i!.*5 0»8i) Uniform Pronounced 5«8 0«7i4- Honunifonft Slight 
8 5,1 0,18 ITommiform slight J+.9 0*83 Nonuniform Slight 
15 6*3 0,81 Uniform pronounced 5»0 0»35 Nonuniform Slight 
25 4*5 0,89 Uiiiform I'ronounoed 3*S 0,76 Nonuniform Slight 
26 6*0 0.17 Nonunifona Slight 5»3 0«39 Nonuniform Slight 
7.3 
7.6 
6.9 
6,3 
JjI. 
0. 
0, 
0, 
1, 
0 

IL1BLE 531 
AlID NITROGEN OH LIPOLYTIC ACTI^ TIES 
»r3)ICI LLIA OH BUTTEEFAT 
.on 8 days at 21° C« 
15.000 pai^ B E^ ar): BUJ 
part nitrdg-en 
Diameter L Unii^ormlty Diainelier L XJniioi'mijy 
)lysis of colony C of Lipolysis of colony T" of Lipolysis 
cm. value lipolyois oia. value lipolysis 
Lght 7.3 0,85 Uniform pronounced 5.9 0,93 Uniform Pronounced 
Lght 7.6 0.71 Unifona Moderate 7.2 0.76 nonuniform Moderate 
Lght 6.9 o.7i+ Uniform Pronounced 3.9 0.79 Uniform Pronovinced 
Lght 6.3 1,00 Uniform Very pronounced i^ .9 0.89 Unifona Pronoimcod 
Lght 7»? 0.75 Uiiifonn Moderate 
X M 
0.3 0»7lj. nonuniform Moderate 
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The oultureo incubated in 3 parts air and 1 part carbon 
dioxide showed respective maxisnaffl^ minimum and average diameters of 
5»8» 3*8 5*0 cm. The maximum •f value vms 0.83, the ininijmim was 
0.55 average ms 0.65» All five cultures ehowed nonuniform 
lipolysis and were considered only slightly lipolytic. 
Incubation of the ponicillia in an atmosphere consisting of 
3 parts air and 1 part nitrogen resulted in oolonisc which showed denser 
conidial growth and more pronounced lipolysis, when compared vdth the 
same cultures grown in air. The maximum colony diameter vms 7»6 cm., 
the minimum was 6.3 cm. and the average was 7*5 o®* Tlio maximum, 
minimum and average values were, respectively, 1.00, 0.71 and 0.81. \J 
Cultures 5 and 15 shovfed uniform and pronounced lipolysis, cultures 8 
and 26 showed nonuniform and moderate lipolysis, while culture 25 ex­
hibited uniform and very pronounced lipolytic action. 
In an atmosphere consisting of 3 parts ca^b^Jn dioxide and 1 
part nitrogen, the growth of the penicillia was slightly greater and the 
lipolytic activities were mora pronounced than with tho some cultures 
incubated in a normal air supply. The maximum, minimum and average 
colony diameters were 7»2, 3»9 and 5*6 cm., respectivelyj tho maximum, 
minimum and average values were 0.93» 0,7h and 0.82, respectively. 
Cultures 5» 15 and 25 showed uniform and pronounced lipolysis and 
cultures 8 and 26 ejchibited nonuniform and moderate hydrolysis of butter-
fat* 
From the data presented in table XII it is evident tliat there 
were marked variationa in the lipolytic activities of the penicillia on 
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butterfat vAien grown rmdor the influence of different gae mixtures. This 
variation is evident in the values and in the uniformity and per­
ceptibility of lipolyais. The lipolytic activities of the peniciHia 
were retarded -when the cultures were grown in an atmospliere consisting of 
3 parts air and 1 part carbon dioxide, while their activities were con­
siderably accelerated in 5 parts air and 1 part nitrogen sjkI slightly 
accelerated in 5 parts carbon dioxide and 1 part nitrogen* 
Effect of I4. per cont sodium chloride on lipolytic activities of certain 
penicillia on cottonseed oil 
The effect of soditun chloride on the lipolytic activities of 
certain penicillia on cottonseed oil was investigated vdth 12 cultures 
by means of the natural fat technique. Table XIII gives the results 
after 8 days at 25* C« 
The data show that l+#0 per cent sodium chloride in the medium 
resulted in a slight to pronounced decrease in colony growth, when com­
pared Tfith growth on the medium to which no salt had been added. The 
maximum diameter of colonies grown on medium which contained no salt was 
9«5» "the minimum was U»5 and the average was 7*1 a® compared with 
the respective maximum, minimum and average diameters of 8.9, 1.5 and 
5.2 cm. for the colonies grown on agar to vrhich ii. per cent sodium 
chloride had been added* 
The medium which contained no salt showed maximum, minimma 
and average values of 1»00, 0.00 end 0.^2, while the medium to which 
4,0 per cent sodiujn chloride had been added showed correepondinK values 
TABLE S:il 
SPFECT 0? 1+ PER CEIIT SODIWa CliLOEIDE OH LIPOLYTIC ACTXYEllSS 
OF CESTAI17 FElfECILLIA ON COTTOIjSEED OIL 
(Hatxiral fat tool-niquo) 
Incubation 8 daj'-s at 25*^ C» 
Per cent sodium chloride added per 100 grams aediua 
0«0 per cent -> cent 
Diaiaeter T, Diameter 
"&• Culture of colony m 1 c Unifonaity of of colony Uniformity of 
no. CO.* value lipolysis Lipolysis cia. "snalue lipolysis Lipolysis 
1 8.4 0.70 Nonuniform Moderate 7.2 0.55 :&onuniform Slight 
5 8.7 0.70 Uniforsi Pronounced 5.2 0,3s Uniform Moderate 
6 5.5 0.91 Uniform Pronounced 5.2 0.77 Unifora Moderate 
7 8.8 O.jii. ITonunifonn. Slight 6.3 0.63 nonuniform Slight 
S 6.2 0.81 Honunifora Moderate 8.9 0.56 nonuniform SUght 
9 h>5 1.00 Uniform Pronounced 3.2 0»9h Uniform Pronoimced 
10 9.5 0.24-3 Uniform Moderate 7-0 0.57 Honimiform Moderate 
11 5.8 0.00 5.0 O.i40 Honxmifor^n Slight 
12 9.0 0.00 3'h 0.88 Nonuniform Slight 
13 5.8 0.1^ 5 nonuniform Slight k*5 o.Ut Uonunifona Slight 
lU 6.5 0.00 1.5 0.00 
15 h.5 0.95 Uniform Pronounced k.k 0.91 Sonunifona Z^oderate 
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of 0,9U* 0»00 and 0»5Q* reepoctively. Althougli tliei'e ims no appreciable 
doci'oase in the -vuluos, lipolysia •vms leas iu-tanse in tlio preseuoe 
of Gait. 
The results given in table XIII indicate a slifjht deci'eaee 
in the lipolytic aoti-sdties of certain ponioillia on cottonaeed oil v^en 
the Medium contained h per cent sodivua chloride. 
Effect of temperature on lipolytio aotivitlea of cei^in penicillla on 
cottonseed oil 
The effect of temperature on the lipolytic activities of 
C0i*tain penicillia on cottonseed oil ime studiod with 11 culturoB by 
riejins of the natural fat technique# Oiao sot of cultures V(-a,G incubated 
at 25° G«» ^vhilo another group was gro\m at 9" "to 10® C. The results 
after 7 days are presented in table X1V» 
The date, sho-;/ that greater mold groirth resulted Vi-hen the 
cultures v/ore incubated at the Mgher tlrnn at the lower toaparature, 
VAien the cultures v/ere incubated at 25* C«, the naxLmura colony diameter 
ims 9«0 cia«, the raininum was om» and the aTerage 7*5 com-
pared vrith corrospondins measurements of 5*5* 2»3 oni. at 9" to 
10® C, 
The penicillia showed greater lipolytic action at 23" C» than 
L 
at 9° to 10" C,, as indicated by the comparative values. The maximum 
value of colonies groim at 25® C. was 0.91* the minimum v/as 0.00 and 
and the average \7as O.ltfl, as compared "with sijn3.1ar vnluos of 0.65, 0.00 
and 0.51, reapoctively, vrtien the cultt-ires vflsro groivn at 9° to 10" C» 
yo 
TABLE XIV 
EFFECT OP miPEMTJEB ON LIPXYTIC ACTIVITIES 
OF VARIOUS PEJJICILLIA OH COTTONSEED OIL 
(Natural fat toohnique) 
Cultures incubated 7 days ati 
C. 0^°^  
Diameter L Diamater L 
Culture of colony IT of colony C 
no. cm. value om. value 
1 8.4 0.59 h,l 0.143 
5 3.7 0.69 U.5 0.55 
6 5.5 0.91 i+.l 0.61 
7 8.8 0.3U 5.1 0.29 
8 0.0 0.62 i^ .5 o.ia 
10 9.0 0.78 5.0 0.63 
IX 5.8 0.00 U.1 0.00 
12 9.0 0.00 5.5 0.00 
13 8.8 0.U5 3.8 0.00 
lit 6.5 0.00 2.3 0.00 
15 U.5 0.88 2.6 0.50 
.)1 
j'l'oi.i Uie data protjorrbod lii tablo XIV it is appax-eut tliat the 
penioillia showed lipolytic action on cottoaseed oil vdieu tha 
cultui'cs avers groim at 2^" G, than nt 9° to 10® C., r.s indicated \r their 
comparative iraluerj, Iv is nlso cvidont that considerably (greater 
{£rov.th of the cultu.rae occurrod at the hii;;hor than at the lov.'or tempera-
tares j this ims evidenced by tlio relative diameters of the colonies* 
General Observations of Chaii;5es Occurrini^ in Lipolysis 
of Certain Fats and Triglycoridos with 
Jlile Blue Sulfate Technique 
In the study of the lipolytic activitiea of various 
pejiioillia -svith the nile blue sulfate technique, the changes which oc­
curred In the phyoical appearance of globules during hydrolysis were 
noted. The observations wore usually made v/ith a wide field binoculari 
however, a microscope with a xoagnification of 100 diameters 'vms frequent­
ly employed for closer scrutiny of the globules. In some instances 
photoinicrosi'aphic reproductions vrere made to illustrate changes \vhich 
occurred in the fats and triglycerides. The photomicrographs repre­
sented a magnification of 100 diameters and were obtained on cultares 
incubated for a period of 8 days at 21® C« The colons vfere reproduced 
from the original plates by tinting. 
Lipolysis of but-berfat and cottonseed oil8 Figure 6 shows 
the lipolysis of butberfat ejid cottonseed oil by typical Penicillium 
cultures. Nile blue sulfate was added to the medium in the proportion 
of 1 part of dye to 15»000 parts agar* 
BUTTEBFAT COTTOITSEED 
FIGURE 6. LIPOLYSIS OF FJTTERFAT MD COTTONSEED OIL BY A TYPICAL PENICILLIUM CULTURE 
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Tho unhydirolyaed buttepf&t vaa xwprasen'ted by tho pink 
ijlohuloo, vrhlle the blue globul«8 ware repp0oont«tlT« of tho hydrolyaod 
fat. Intonnadlftto stagOB of wore Indicated by various 
shadoo of tho globulas from poaoh red to th« violet oolore» luatwobion 
of individiAal ;[;lobuldt> rovaalod tho oily oharaetor of tha pink un-
hydrolyaed fot aa oontmeteiJ •witli the tenaoloua polliole eurrouadin,^  
tho globoids which Ii^d imdergono cliiangos iii oolor* Vinton, the pollioloe 
i7oro ]>imoturod aa oil liko fluid oaoaped fro:a tho globulo::* I>xaudm*> 
iiiaii of tha nodiUKS, oontaiiiias ail« blue oulfato, uudomoatli tho 
ooloaiou rovoaiod that it w-aa praotioally devoid of oolor* The dis** 
sipatioa of oolor froJii tho avsdiuia booonio aoro proxiounood -vjith tho age 
of tho oulturoa* 
Cottoaaaod oil exhibited ohangoo on iTj/drolyoia quito 
similar to thoso obsorvod with buttorfat# Tho globulos undorawmt a 
aari««a of color ahangos pink or red tltrough various ehadea of 
purple and finaHy to bluo* A tomoioua polliolo TmB aleo obsonrsd 
with tho hydrol^sod oottoaeoad oil globules* 
Li^lyais of trlglyoorideat In tho lipolynia of tripro-
pionin* trlbutyria and trivuleriat Jiydrolysie waa ovidoncod by tho 
disappearanco of tho triglycorido globulos} vAtm this extended beyond 
tho {iroa of tlwj mold ooloottios, it waa ovidout Ity too fonafttioa of a 
ol<iar £iroa the raodixim« BUlo bluo pick dyo I'oadily abaor^od by 
tlio lovfor triglyoorides* 
Figure 7 Bhcma tho lipolyaie of tiricaproin, tricapryliu, 
trioftprln <md triolein by "b^^ioaX oulturee -vidth tiio nila blue oulfat® 
A 
TRICAPROIN TRICAPRYLIN 
TRICAPRIN TRIOLEIN 
FIGURE 7. LIPOLYSIS OF DIFFERENT TRIGLYCERIDES BY A TYPICAL PEIHCILLIUM 
CULTURE 
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technique. 
Trioaproin ahowed vmhydrolyzed globules of an intense pink 
huej as hydrolysis progressed they changed to peaoh red, later to 
reddish purple, then to purple and to hlue* The color changes were ao-
companied by the disintegration or solution of the globules, as indi­
cated by their gradual disappearance* 
With tricaprylin -rarious stages of lipolysis were noted. 
The globules ranged in color from pink to shades of blue. Some of the 
blue globules were of concave and others of crater like appearance, 
indicative of the gradual disappearance of the products of hydrolysis. 
In the lipolysis of tricaprin there was no indication of 
the disappearance of the products of hydrolysis. The blue spherical 
globules appeared to be characteristic of the early stages of 
hydrolysis, while later the material constituting the hydrolyzed 
globules assumed the form of plaques, as shown by the large masses of 
blue material* 
The illustration showing lipolysis of triolein under the 
margin of a colony is typical with respect to the hydrolysis of this 
triglyceride. The unhydrolyaed globules were vividly red, while upon 
hydrolysis they became intensely blue* 
Proteolytic Activities of Various Pexiicillia 
In the study of the proteolytic activities of various peni-
oillia, the extent of proteolysis was determined by measuring the 
diameter of the clear area formed in milk agar under and aro\md a mold 
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colony. The relationship between the diameter of a colony and of its 
hydrolyeed area vme designated by the mathematical expression P 
represents the diameter in oentimotero of the hydrolyzed area and C the 
p 
diameter of the colony* IVhen the "u" value was 1.00 the diameters of 
the colony and the hydrolyaed area were the same, and when it was less 
than 1.00 the area of the proteolyzed area ma smaller than that of the 
colony. The intensity of proteolysis was estimated by observing the 
degree of transparency of the hydrolyzed area and was designated ao" 
cordingly as negative, slight, moderate, pronounced or vary pronounced. 
The proteolytic activities of certain penioillia were 
studied vdth lJ+ cultures by means of the acidified milk agar and the 
carbon dioxide techniques. The results after 8 days at 21° C. are pre­
sented in table XV* 
a. Results vdth aoldified rallk agar techniquet The data 
show ivide differences in proteolytic activities of the penioillia, as 
p 
indicated by the relative values and the observations on the in-
p 
tensity of proteolysis. The maximum, minimiun and average values 
were, respectively, 1*12, 0.00 and 0.65, while the proteolysis ranged 
from negative to very pronounced. Culture 6 showed very pronounced 
proteolysis and it had a value of 0»97l cultures 1, 5» 9# 15 25 
p 
were regarded as pronounced proteolytic and their values ranged 
from 0,Jd to 1*12} cultures 10 and 1(1 were moderately proteolytic and 
their values were 0«79 and 0»77» respectively; cultures 7» 8» lU 
p 
and 27 were slightly proteolytic and their values varied from 0.11 
to 0*691 while cultures 26 and showed no evidence of prt}teoly8ie and 
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TABLE XV 
PROTBOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF CERTAIN PENICILLIA 
Incubation 8 days at 21* C« 
a* Results with aoidlfled milk agar technique 
Diameter P 
Culture of colony **S" Proteolysis 
no* can* •value 
1 i^ .9 1.00 Pronounced 
5 5.0 1*12 Pronounced 
6 U.5 0.97 Very pronounced 
7 luz 0,l4l Slight 
8 0.21 Slight 
9 5a 1.11 Pronotmced 
10 lu7 0,79 Moderate 
11+ ii«6 0.89 Slight 
15 iu9 0.90 Pronounced 
25 14.2 0,78 Pronounced 
a6 U*h 0.00 Hegative 
27 1^1 oai Slight 
la lu8 0.77 Moderate 
4^2 iuO 0.00 Negative 
b» Results "With oarbon dioxide technique 
1 Iu9 1.00 Pronounced 
5 5.0 l.U Very pronounced 
6 U*5 0.98 Moderate 
7 lu2 1.02 Very pronounced 
6 U.2 1.02 Pronounced 
9 5.0 1.11 Very pronounced 
10 U.5 0.94 Moderate 
11+ 3.5 0.17 Slight 
15 luQ 0.87 Pronounced 
25 k*7 1.10 Pronotmced 
26 lu9 0.00 Negative 
27 lul 0.90 Moderate 
la lu8 0.81 Slight 
uz. lu5 0.91 Slight 
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P bhoir -g- Taluaa wore 0.00. Although culturo lij. shov/od a relatively 
p 
high value of Q»Q9, it v;as regarded a8 slightly protoolyfcio sindo 
the milk ooutainod iu the agar -vms not digested to tho point where the 
medium ms transparent but eschibited a oloudy effoot suggestive of 
alight proteolytic activity# 
b» Results vflth oarboa dioxide teohniquot The data indi­
cate wide differenoea in proteolytic activities of the peaicillia. The 
p 
inaxiTnum, minimum and average values were 1«11, 0.00 and 0.78» re-
V 
spectively and the intensity of proteolysis ranged from negative to 
very pronounced. Cultures 5» 7 and 9 showed vary pronounced prote-
p 
olysis ajid their -jr- values ranged from 1.02 to 1,11; cultures 1, 8, 15 
p 
and 25 showed pronounced proteolysis and their values ranged from 
0,07 to l.lOj cultures 6, 7 ^^id 27 were moderately proteolytic and their 
values varied from 0,90 to 0.98j cultures 11+, l+l and k2 exhibited 
p 
slight proteolytic activities with values ranging from 0.17 to 
0*91} xvhile culture 26 showed negative proteolysis* 
Additional tirials ivere mde v/ith 16 cultures to determine 
the proteolytic activities of the peaicillia with the carbon dioxide 
technique. The results after 11 days at 21® C« are presented in 
table XVI, 
There was marked variation in the proteolytic activities of 
the peaicillia. Cultures 1, 5» 6, 7» 16, 18 and 21 were very pro-
p 
nounced proteolytic with values ranging from 1.01 to l«20j culture 
p 
20 showed pronounced proteolysis with a --- value of l.OOj cultures 
V 
I P 4, 8 and ]0 showed moderate proteolysis and had values of 0.89, 
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TABLE m 
THE PROTEOLmC ACTIVITIES OF GISmiN PBIMCILLIA 
(Carbon dioxide teohiaique) 
Inou'batiozL 11 days at 21* C* 
Saomexer F 
Culture of colony C Proteolysis 
no* om* value 
1 6,3 1.15 Very pronounced 
k 5»k 0.89 Moderate 
3 kok 1.20 Very pronounced 6 1.10 Very pronounced 
7 5.3 1.02 Very pronounced 8 5.9 0.93 Moderate 10 1.10 Moderate 11 1+.5 0.93 Slight 12 7.5 0.00 15 7.4 1.00 Slight 16 1.01 Very pronounced 18 5.x 1.30 Very px'onounced 20 5.6 1,00 Pronounced 21 6.9 i.oU Pronounced 22 6.7 1.00 Slight 
sk lu5 0.88 SUsht 
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0.95 1«10, respactivaly; while ^vith cal-bura 12 nega-fciv© rosults 
p 
•were oukaiuod, as indioated by a "ij- valua of 0»00* 
Soitte of the cultures studied wero also coaaidered in table 
XV. There was a general agreement bobwecn tho results obtained -.vlth a 
given culture. 
From the data presented in tables XV and XVI it is evident 
that there Twas considerable variation in the proteolytic activities of 
various penicillia on inllk agar, as determined by tho acidified milk 
agar and carbon dioxide techuiquoB, Evidence of this is apparent in 
the values and intensity of proteolysis of tie cultures. There was 
a general agreement between the results obtained vidth tho two tech­
niques j however, in a fov/ instances they failed to concur, Viith both 
techniques the activities of the cultures ranged from nonproteolytic to 
veiy pronounced proteolysis. 
Effect of Various Factors on Proteolytio Activities 
of Certain Penicillia 
The effect of tempejrature, of carbon dioxide and of 
nitrogen on the proteolytic activities of certain penicillia was 
studied vrith seven cultures on Csapek's solution skim milk agar* The 
rates of growth and of proteolysis were investigated under the follow­
ing growth conditionst (1) air at 28" C*} (2) air plus 10 per cent 
carbon dioxide at 28® C,| (3) carbon dioxide at 28' C.i (U) nitrogen at 
28" C.I (5) ai*" at 19" C. and at 12" C. The growth and proteolysis 
curves were plotted in a tsanner similar to that employed in plotting 
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the lipolysis curvoe in figuree 1 and 2. The rcoults p.re presonteO 
in fii^ure 8. 
Since no grovrth occurrod v,lth ciiltiirQ 25 vihon grovai in air 
at 28° C., no data were obtained for plotting. The remiiai?).:;; culturoa 
showed alovf, growth in air at 28® C«, aa indicated by the gmdual in­
crease in the slopos of the curves. Cultures 12, 15 and 13 ehowed 
pi'oteolysis cunreo T/hich preceded but were almost parallel to the 
growth curves, v.-hile no proteolysis was noticeable with the remaining 
oulturea# 
"When the oulturos were incubated in an atmosphere 7?hich 
consisted of air plus 10 per cent carbon dioxide gas st 28® C», growth 
occurred slowly, as shovna by the slight rise of the curves. Marked 
differences vjere noted in rates of proteolysis with the seven cultures, 
as indicated by the relative dopes of the curves. Cultures 12, 15 and 
18 shov/ed pronoxmced protoolyoie, cultures 16 aaid 25 wore slowly and 
slightly proteolytic, whoroas cultures II4. and 20 shovred no indication 
of proteolysis* 
TJhan the ponicillia wero grown in an. atraosphore of carbon 
dioxide at 23* C., only a negligible simount of gravrhh occurjrod with 
oultures 12, IJ4., I5, 16, 20 and 25, while no growth was noticeable with 
culture l6« 
The growth of the ponicillia incubated in an a'tanoophere of 
nitrogen at 28* C, proceeded slowly, as indicated by the slowly ascend-
ixig growth curves. Proteolysis was pronounced with cultures 16 and 18 
while none was evident with 12, 20 and 25. Cultures 12, llj. and 20 were 
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AGE IN DAYS 
FIGURE 8» EFFECT OF VARIOUS FACTORS ON PROTEOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF 
CERTAIN PENICILLIA 
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contaminated with other molds after 5 and 7 days and oonsequently the 
tests v;ere discontinued* 
••iVhQii the cultureG were incubated in air at 19" C., the 
Srovrbh was comparatively n3,pid as shovm. by the corresponding curves. 
However, proteolysis •was noticeable to a slight extent trith only one 
CTilture. 
The gronrth of penioillia in air at 12* C. •was somev/hat re­
tarded, when compared with the development of the same cultures at 19" 
C» Tdth exception of culture 15, none of the seven cultures showed 
evidence of proteolytic activity at 12® C. 
Prom the data presented in figure 8 it is apparent that the 
rates of growth and of proteolysis of various penicillia are affected 
by different grovrth conditions. The cultures grew more slo^vly but 
showed greater proteolytic activities in air at 28* C. than at 19' or 
12° C«j they were somov?hat retarded in growth but proteolysis vrais un­
affected vrhen grown at 28* C. in an atmosphere in which 10 per cent of 
the air had been replaced by carbon dioxidej culture grotvth and proteo­
lysis at 28* C. were almost stopped in an atmosphere which consisted 
almost entirely of carbon dioxidej grorrbh was usually unaffected but 
proteolysis was slightly accelerated at 28* C. in an atmosphere which 
consisted almost completely of nitrogen. 
Effect of Type of Inoculating Material on 
Mold Criwrth in Cheese 
In the studies on the effect of the type of inoculating 
lOU 
material on the mold growth in ripened cheese, agar elope, agar plate 
and dry bread cultures of the molds wore employed. 
Inoculation of ourd with agar slope oulturea 
The effect of inoculation of curd with the spores from agar 
slopes on the mold developnent in blue cheese was studied with 17 
Penicillium, Cultures were grown on Oeapek's solution agar slopes in 
large tost tubes (25 mnu in diameter x 200 mm. in lengtli). After 10 
days at 21' C., aqueous suspensions of the mold spores were prepared by 
flooding the slopes with sterile water and scraping the spores from the 
surfaces by moans of an inoculating needle. \Slhen tlie ourd had drained 
sufficiently on the draining cloth, it ims sprinkled with a freshly 
prepared spore suspension; distribution of the spores was attained by 
thoroughly mixing the roaas while the mold suspension was being added. 
After 8 weeks ripening each cheese was examined with respect to pre^ 
dominant mold types. A sample for plating was obtained from a wedge 
cut from the cheese. The cut surface was soxtiped with a sterile 
spatula and fjpom different parts of the new surface small portions of 
oheese containing mold growth were collected and placed in a sterile 
water blank vrhloh oonteiined 0«1 per cent sodium citrate. After the 
cheese had been thoroughly emulsified by triturating vdth a sterile 
glass rod, a loopful of the emulsion ms transferred to a test tube 
which contained approxijnately 15 ml. melted agar at h5* C. The tube 
was rolled between the hands to obtain uniform distribution of the 
inoculant throughout the medium, after which the mixture was poured 
into 0. petri dish. Tho plates v.'ore incubobod at room taniperatura, 
V'hon ths nertvly forrnod molds "becaiao visi'blQ, reprosentativo colonioB 
woi'o pickod from difforonb parts of ths plato to a^ax* slopoE. Each 
culturo TOS subBsquontly rcisolp.tocl h'-dco to Ineure its purity. A 
v/ida field, lov; power "binocular facilitated the eeleotion of individual 
mold colonies for successive isolations. The isolated culturos vrere 
coaparsd •".d.bh thooa used in the orijijrial choese iiioculatious, "^.Then the 
culturos isolated froa the choaoe wero not identical v.lth tha inocu­
lated culturoc but still were recosnizod as tjrpical ctrains of 
P, roquoforti, they nox'e rogardcd as containinnnts, Tho results are 
jivoa in tahlo X^TII. 
Tho inoculation of cux-d v/ith spores from ngar slopes •'.vas 
unrolinblo in ostablishing the cultures in cheese. In a total of 
cheosc the inoculated nolds rror© predominant in 15* present in 2 and 
absent in 29 aftor a ripenlnj; period of 8 weeks. Cultures 1, 6, 11, IJ 
!J.nd 15 v/®re predoitiinant in t;':o of throe inoculations; culture lij. v;as 
predominant in the one cheese in which it was usodj cultures 12, 21 and 
23 were present in one of three inoculations) culture 18 ivas present in 
ono of tv/o inoculations J p^d cultures 3» 8» 9, 10, 16 and 20 vroro 
abaont in all trials (aocording to tho technique used). 
Although no attempt vras nitvde to identify the contaminating 
Hold cultures isolated from the cheese, observations Indicated striking 
similarity of sorae of the cultures to P» roguoforti, v/hereas others did 
not belong to this group of penicillia, as indicated by their morpho­
logical clmracteristicB. Various types of contaminating molds vjere 
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TABLE mi 
EFFECT OF INOGULATIOH OF CUED WITH AGAR SLOPE CULTURES 
ON MOLD DEVELOPMENT IN BLUE CHEESE 
Ripened 6 weeks 
Types of molds developed in z>ipen.ed oheese 
Culture Inocu­ Contamio 
no. Trial lated nating 
no. molds molds 
were were 
1 Absent Pred,* 
1 i4- Pred, Absent 
6 Pred, Absent 
1 Absent Pred, 
3 i; Absent Pred. 
1 Absent Pred, 
Retnarks on contaminating molds 
in cheese 
8 
9 
6 
1 
6 
1 
Present Pred* 
Pred, 
Absent 
Pred, 
Pred, 
Absent 
Absent 
Pred, 
Present 
Absent 
Pred, 
Absent Pred, 
6 Absent Pred, 
1 Absent Pred, 
h Absent Pred, 
6 Absent Pred, 
Appeared like typical P, roquefoirbi 
Appeared like typical P, rogueforti 
Appeared like typical P, ro^efort'i 
Two types I one typical^P, roquef'o'rbii 
one strong moldy odor, restricted 
groiffth, drops on surface 
Strong moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
Two typesI one typical P. roguefortit 
one strong moldy odor, restricted 
growth, drops on surface 
Strong moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
Two typesJ one typical P. roguefortit 
one strong moldy odor, "restricted 
growth, drops on surface 
Two types; one typical P, iroquefoirti> 
one strong moldy odor, restricied 
growth, drops on surface 
Typical P, roijueforti type 
Strong moldy odor,' restricted grovrbh, 
drops on surface 
StroJig moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
Strong moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
Table continued on page I07, 
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Table XVII continued. 
1 Absent Pred, Strong nvoldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
10 
U Absent Pred, Strong moldy odor, restricted growth. 
drops on surface 
6 Absent Prod, Strong moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
1 Absent Pred, Strong moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
11 U Pred. Present Two typesJ one typical P. roqueforti; 
one strong moldy odor 
6 Pred. Absent 
1 Absent Pred, Typical P, roqueforti 
12 3 
Absent Pred, Typical P. roqueforti 
5 Pred. Present Two types; one typical P. roqueforti; 
one strong moldy odor 
2 Absent Pred, Typical P. roqueforti 
13 3 Pred. Absent 
5 Pred, Absent 
li+ 5 Pred, Absent 
2 Absent Pared, Typical P. roqueforti 
15 3 Pred, Absent 
5 Pred, Absent 
2 Absent Pred, Two types; one typical P. roqueforti; 
16 
one strong moldy odor 
3 Absent Pred, Two typesI one typical P, roqueforti; 
one stirong moldy odor 
3 Absent Pred, Two types; on® typical P, roqueforti; 
18 one strong moldy odor 
5 Pred, Absent 
2 Absent Pred, Typical P, roqueforti 
3 Absent Pred, Two typos; one typical P, roqueforti; 
20 one strong moldy odor 
5 Absent Pred, Two types; one typical P. roqueforti; 
one strong moldy odor 
2 Absent Pred, Typical P. roqueforti 
21 3 
Absent Pred, Strong moldy odor, Mstxdcted gror/th. 
drops on surface 
5 Pired, Absent 
2 Absent Pred, Typical P, roqueforti 
3 Present Pred, Strong moldy odor, restricted growth. 
23 drops on surface 
5 Absent Pred, Strong moldy odor, restricted growth, 
drops on surface 
•Pred. means predomlncoit* 
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noted but the most prevalent was a Penloilllum which fomed a colony with 
a compact base, restriotod margin, and posaessed a strong moldy odorj this, 
or apparently related types, had drops of transpired fluid on the surface 
of the colonies, which ranged from colorless to faint violet shades* 
From the data presented in table 3CVII it is evident that 
the inoculation of curd with spores from agar slopes was unreliable in 
establishing the cultures in blue cheese. The inoculated cultures were 
absent according to the technique used in a majority of the cheese after 
8 weeks ripening# 
Inoculation of curd -with agar plate cultures 
The effect of inoculation of the curd with spore suspensions 
from agar plate cultures of oeirtain penicillia on tho molds developing in 
blue cheese was studied with 19 cultures. V/ith tho exception that the 
cultures were grown on agar plates, the general method was similar to that 
used vdth the agar slope cultures already disoussed* The results after 
16 weeks are presented in table XVIII. 
The data show that the inoculation of curd -jyi'th spores from 
agar plate cultures of penicillia was unreliable in the establishment 
of inoculated mold in the cheese. From a total of 31 cheese, the 
inoculated penicillia were predominant in seven, present in five and 
absent in 19 after a ripening period of 16 weeks. Cultures 1 and 10 
were predominant in all cheese inoculated with themt culture 6 was 
predominant in only one of three inoculations} cultures 7» 8 15 
wero each predominant in one and absent in one choesej culture 25 
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TABLE XVIII 
EFFECT OF INOCULATION OF CURD WITH SPORES FROM AGAR PLATE CULTURES 
ON MOLD DEVELOPMENT IN BLUE CHEESE 
Rlpsned 16 weeks 
Types of molds developed in ripened oheese 
Culture 
no* 
Inoou* Contami-
Trial lated nati)}g 
no* molds molds 
were were 
7 Pred* Absent 
10 Pred» Absent 
7 Absent Pred. 
8 Absent Pred* 
7 Absent Pred* 
a Pred# Present 
10 Absent Pred, 
7 Absent Pred* 
8 Pred. Present 
8 Pred* Absexit 
10 Absent Pred* 
10 Absent Pred* 
10 Pred. Present 
10 Absent Pred* 
7 Absent Pred* 
9 Absent Pred* 
7 Absent Pred* 
8 Absent Pred, 
7 Absent Pred* 
9 Pred. Absent 
7 Absent Pred* 
9 Absent Pred. 
Remarks on oontamlnating molds 
In ohoese 
1 
5 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 
Appeared like typical P» roqaefoi'tl 
Two types J one typioal""p« roquefortij 
one atypical Penioillium 
Appeared like typical P, roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P, roquefoari^ 
Appeared like typical P» ro^eforti 
Appeared like typical roquefo'irtd 
Appeared like typical P» roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P» roqueforti 
Strong, moldy odor, colony restrioted 
in gro^h, drops on surface 
On Caapek'B solution agar^ v^hite, 
broadly spreading Penioillium 
Appeared like typical P* roqueforti 
Appeared like typical !p« roqueforti 
Strong, moldy odor^ colony restricbed 
in growth, drops on surface 
Appeared like typical P« roquefoirti 
Appeared like typical P> roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P» roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P« roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P»'_ rp^efori'i 
Table continued on page 110. 
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Table XVllX oontinued* 
18 9 Absent Pred. 
20 9 Absent Pred. 
21 8 Present Present 
22 9 Present Present 
8 Present Present 
2k 9 Absent Pred, 
8 Present Present 
25 9 Present Present 
10 Absent Pred» 
Appeared like typical P« roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P« roquefor^i 
Appeared like typical P« roquel'o'i^ 'i 
Three types of penioillia isolaied' 
Appeared like typical P, roqueforti 
Two distinct spocies of poaicillia 
isolated 
Appeared like typical P, roqueforti 
Appeared like typical P. roquej^or^ii 
Appeared like typical roqueforti 
Ill 
vraiB present in tv/o ohoeso and absent in one; cultures 21 and 22 wore 
present in all cheese inooulated vdth them; and cultures 5» 9» 11» 12, 
13, li4., 16, 18 and 20 wore absent accoxxling to the technique ueed in 
all cheese inooulated v/ith thoni* 
From the data presented in table XVIII it is evident tiiat 
the inoculation of curd with spores from agar plate oulturas of peni-
cillia was unreliable in establishing the inoculated mold in oheese* 
The inooulated cultures were absent in most of the cheese af^ber 16 
weeks ripening* 
Inoculation of curd with dry bread cultures 
The effect of inoculation of curd with dry bread cultures 
of certain penicillia on the molds developing in blue cheese was 
studied with 12 cultures in 2I4. trials. The mold powder was prepared 
emd inoculations were made in accordance rdth the procedure described 
under general methods* Table XIX presents the results* 
Inoculation of the curd with bread cultures of certain 
penicillia was effective in implantation of the molds in blue cheese, 
as shown by the bypes of molds present in the cheese after a ripening 
period of 8 weeks* la the 2h choese the inoculated cultures were pro-
dominant in all instances. In I7 cheese 03aly the predominant peni­
cillia were found, while in 7 contaminating types of penicillia were 
noted. The contaminating molds produced strong moldy odors and the 
colonies on Czapek's solution agar were restricted in growth, aonate 
and drops of transpired fluid formed on their eurfaoes* 
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TABLE XIX 
EFFECT OF IIIOCULATION OF CURD \VITH BREAD MOLD CULTURES 
ON MOLD DEVELOPIffiNT IN BLUE CJffiESE 
Ripened 8 weeks 
Typos of molds developed in ripened cheese 
ilture Inocu­ Contoini"" 
no. Trial lated nating Remarks on contaMnating molds 
no. molds 
were 
molds 
wore 
in cheese 
11 Pred, Absent 
5 12 Fred, Absent 
6 
11 Pred. Absent 
12 Pred. Absent 
8 
11 Prsd. Absent 
12 Prod. Absent 
11 Prod. Present Atypical PenioilliTim, colony on 
Q Czapek's solution agar, white, broadly 7 spreading 
12 Pred. Absent 
11 Pred. Absent 
ik 12 Pred. Present Strong, moldy odor, colony restricted, 
eonate, drops abundant 
11 Pred. Absent 
15 12 Pred. Present Strong, moldy odor, colony restricted, 
isonate drops abimdant 
11 Pred. Absent 
16 12 Pred. Present Strong, moldy odor, colony restricted, 
zonate, drops abundant 
11 Pred. Present 
25 12 Pred, Present Strong, moldy odor, colony restricted, 
zonate, drops abundant 
11 Pred» Absent 
26 12 Pred. Pireseat Strong, moldy odor, colony restricted, 
soziate, drops abundant 
26b 
11 Pred. Absent 
12 Pred, Absent 
27 
11 Pred, Absent 
12 Pred. Absent 
i4l 
11 Pred. Absent 
12 Pred. Absent 
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The data given in table XIX show that when the curd was 
inoculated vdth bread mold cultures, the penicillia were successfully 
established in the cheese, the inoculated molds being predominant in 
the ripened oheese in all instances* 
Growth of Certain Penicillia in Cheese During Ripening 
Yfhen the oheese considered tinder table XIX had been scored 
the second time, freshly cut surfaces of a number of them were photo­
graphed to demonstrate the extent of mold growth with oejrfcain inocu­
lated strains of pexdcillia. The results are presented in figures 9 
to 1^« 
Effect of Lipolytic and Proteolytic Activities of Various 
Penicillia on Ripening of Blue Cheese 
In studying the effect of the lipolytic and proteolytic 
activities on the ripening of blue cheese, only those oheese were con­
sidered in which the inoculated molds predominated after ripening. 
The penicillia were classified on the basis of their general lipolytic 
activities into slightly, moderately and pronounced lipolytic molds, 
as tested on agar plates iriiioh contained dispersed natural fats or 
simple triglycerides. A similar classification of the penicillia was 
made on the basis of their proteolytic activities into slightly, 
moderately and pronounced proteolytic molds, the proteolytic activities 
of the cultures being determined with the carbon dioxide technique. 
IIU 
FIGURE 9. BLUE CHEESE RIPEI^TEB BY CULTURE 5 SHOVING GOOD MOLD GROWTH 
FIGURE 10. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED BY CULTURE 6 SHOTONG GOOD MOLD GROT«"TH 
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FIGURE 11. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED WITH CULTURE 9 SHOWING GOOD MOLD GROViTH 
FIGURE 12. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED "hTTH CULTURE lU SHOWING GOOD MOLD GROVvTH 
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FIGUiffi 13. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED 3Y CULTURE I5 SHOWING GOOD MOLD GROY/TH 
FIGURE 111. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED BY CULTURE 16 SHOWING POOR MOLD GROVJTH 
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FIGURE 15. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED BY CULTURE 25 SHOWING GOOD MOLD GROWTH 
FIGURE 16. BLUE CHEESE RIPENED BY CULTURE 2? SHOYilNG FAIR MOLD GROIVTH 
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In some trials no moderately proteolytic cultures vrere used in pro-
paring the cheese. 
The effect of the lipolytic and proteolytic activities of 
various penicillia on the ripening of blue cheese was studied in three 
groups of trials* In the first group, 18 cheese inoculated vdth the 
spores of 11 cultures from agar slopes were examined after 8 and 12 
weeks} in the second group 16 cheese inoculated vdth the spores of 11 
cultures from agar plates were inspected after 16 and 1(8 weeks) while 
in the third group Sh cheese inoculated with 13 broad cultures were 
inspected after 8 and 18 weeks* The results are presented in table XX* 
Cheese inoculated vdth agar slope cultures and inspected after 8 and 
12 weeks 
After 8 weeks the eight cheese Inoculated with penicillia 
which were slightly lipolytic and proteolytic showed good mold growth 
in three instaaoeo, fair in three and poor in two; three cheese inocu­
lated "ivith cultures that were moderately lipolytic and pronounced pro­
teolytic showed good growth in two instances, fair in none and poor 
in one; while seven cheese Inoculated vdth pronounced lipolytic and 
proteolytic molds exhibited good growth in five instances, fair in two 
and poor in none. Cheese ripened vdth slightly lipolytic and proteo-
Ijrfcic penicillia showed bettor flavor development than those ripened by 
the more active molds* Flavor development in eight cheese ripened with 
the former penicillia was good in three oases, fair in one and poor in 
fourj three cheese ripened by molds vMoh were moderately lipolytic 
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TABLE UL 
EP5TSCT OF LIPOLYTIC AND PROTEOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OP VABIOUS 
ON THE EIPEHIHG OF BUTE CHEESE 
Prd'tiao- Hold 
Lipolytic lytio Cheese gxonth 
aotivity activity lot in 
of culture of culture ohoeBe 
a* fiesults, ck'eese inoculated kLth agar elope culture t< 
8 weeks 
Fair, "bl'-t't'or 
Poor, bitter 
Fair, very bittei 
Poor, very bittej 
Poor, bitter, uai 
Fair, bitter 
Fair, musty 
Poor, fermented 
Good, slightly u 
Poor^ muaty 
Poor, very uncle 
Poor, very uncle 
Good 
Fair, xmclean, h 
Poor, very uncle 
Poor, bitter, un 
Poor, fermented. 
Good, slightly m 
Culture 
no. 
Identification 
of culture 
Heiaarks on i 
of cheei 
1 P. roqueforti Moderate Pironounced 
5 P. roquefoarti Pronounced Pronounced 
6 P. roqueforti Pronounced Pronounced 
11 P* gorgonzola Slight Slight 
12 P. gorgonisola, Biourge Slight Slight 
13 P. gorgonzola typo Slight Slight 
li^ P. Stilton, Biourge Slight Slight 
15 P. roqueforti. Thorn Pronoimced Pronounced 
18 
21 
23 
P. chrysogenum 
P» roqueforti 
IJxiideln'tjified Penicilliuia 
Moderate 
Pronounced 
Slight 
Prono\inced 
Pronounced 
Slight 
UBL (}ood 
6a 0ood 
ko Good 
60 Good 
Ivd Good 
6d Good 
I4I1 Good 
6h Fair 
3  ^ Poor 
5a Poor 
3b Fair 
5b Good 
5c Good 
30 Fair 
5d Fair 
50 Poor 
5g Good 
3a Jfeir 
cheese inoculated 'witk agar plaise culture t 
16 weeks 
1 P. roqueforti 
5 P. roqueforti 
6 P. roqueforti 
7 P. roqueforti 
8 P. roqueforti 
10 P. roquef^orti 
15 TT roqueforti 
21 p. roqueforti 
22 P. roqueforti 
2k roquel'ort'i 
25 p. roqueforti 
Moderate Pi*onounodd 
Pronounced Pronounced 
Pronounced Pronounced 
Slight Pronounced 
Pronoimced Pronounced 
Moderate Moderate 
Pronounced Pronounced 
Pronounced Pronounced 
Slight Slight 
Slight Slight 
Pronounced Pronounced 
7a Good Fair, green, bit 
10a Fair Fair, green 
7b Good Fair, green, bit 
8a Poor Fair 
70 Poor Fair 
8b Poor Fair,! gjreen 
7d Poor Poor,! fruity, ur 
80 Fair Fair i 
8d Fair Good 
lOc Fair Fair, green 
9b Poor Poor, green, bil 
8f Fair Poor, unclean, 1 
9f Poor Fair, gi^en 
06 Fair Fair 
8h Good Good 
9h <il904 green 
Table continued on page 120» 

TABLE 30; 
AND PROTEOLYTIC ACTIVITIES OF VAHOUS PENICILLIA 
J THE RIPENING OF BLITE CHEESE 
>» Mold Mold 
s Cheese gxcrsrUi Hemarks on flavor growth Remarks on flavor 
ty lot in of cheee© in of cheese 
:ure no* ohoose cheese 
i inoculated urith agar slopi si culture technique after t 
iia 
8 weeks 12 vreeks 
Good Pair, tJi'i'ter (^bd Pair, butyric 
loed 6a ftood Poor, bitter Oood Pair, green 
I40 Qood Fair, •very bitter Good Qood 
10 6u 60 Good Poor, v»ry bitter Good Pair, unclean 
hd Qood Poor, bitter, unnatural Good Good 10 ed 6d Qood Fair, bitter Pair Pair, (5r®®n 
Liih Oood Fair, musty Good Pair, musty 
6h Fair Poor, fermented Fair Poor, very musty 
3A Poor Good, slightly xmolean Poor Poor, musty 
5a Poor Poorj muaty Poor Poor, musty 
3b Fair Poor, very unclean, vuinatural Good Good 
5b Good Poor, very unclean Fair Pair 
5c Good Good Good Good, butyric 
30 Pair Fair, unclean, high flavor Pair Good loed 5d Fair Poor, very unclean Pair Poor 
iced 50 Poor Poor, bitter, unnatural Poor Fair 
loed 5g Good Poor, fermented, bitter Good Qood 
3a Pair Good, slightly musty Pair Pair, slightly unclean 
with agar platie oul^aire ieomiiquo aJC'teri 
16 weeks Ud weeks 
loed 7a 
Oood Fair, green, lait-tiier Good Fair, musty, raw 
10a Fair Fair, green Good Very good 
iced 7b Good Fair, green, bitter Good 
Good, suggestion of butyric 
8a Poor Fair Good Good, slightly fruity 
iced 70 Poor Fair 
Good Good 
8b Poor Fair, green Pair Good 
io«d 7d 
Poor Poor, fruity, unclean Good Good 
80 Fair Fair Good Pair, fruity 
iced 8d Fair Good Good Fair 
be lOo Fair Fair, green Good Good 
iced 9b Poor Poor, green, bitter Good Fair, raw, bitter, muaty 
loed 8f Fair Poor, unclean, bitter Good Vary poor, raw, butyric 
9f Poor Fair, green Good Pair 
06 Fair Fair Good poor, fruity 
iced 
8h Good Oood Good Good 
9h <Sf,9,Q4 green Good Very good 
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Table XX continued. 
Results, ohoese inoculated with bread culture technSc 
0 veekB 
5 P. roqueforti Pronounced Pronounced 
6 P. roqueforti Pronounced Pronounced 
0 P. roqueforti Pronounced Pronounced 
9 P. roqueforti Pronounced pronounced 
11+ P. Btilton, Biourg© Slight Slight 
15 P. roqueforti. Thorn pronounced Pronounced 
l6 P. gorgonzola Slight Slight 
25 P. roqueforti Pronounced pronounced 
26 P* roqueforti Sli^t Slight 
26b P. roqueforti Slight Slight 
27 P« roqueforti Slight Slight 
2a P. roqueforti Pronounced Pronounced 
1-1 Good Good 
1-2 Good Good 
2-1 Good Good 
2-2 Good Fair, bitter, butj 
3-1 Good Good 
5-2 Good Fair 
i+-i Good Very good 
1+—2 Good Pair, muety, butyi 
5-1 Good Fair 
5-2 Good Fair, lauBty 
6-1 Good Good 
6-2 Good Fair, musty 
7-1 Poor Very poor 
7-2 Poor Fair, slightly inui 
6-1 Pair Good 
8-2 Good Pair, musty, greei 
9-1 Fair Fair, muBty, sligl 
9-2 Good Good 
10-1 Poor Poor,! very butyric 
10-2 Good Good 
11-1 Poor Poor, very butyri 
11-2 Good Good 
12-1 Pair Good 
12-2 Good Good 

6 yeekfl ISjEaaaka 
1-1 Good Good Good Fair, slightly butyric 
1-2 Good Good Good Good 
2-1 Good Good Good Good, slightly butyric 
2-2 Good Fair, bitter, butyric Good Good 
3-1 Good Good Good Fair, musty 
5-2 Good Pair Good Fair 
ll-l Good Very good Good Fair, slightly butyric 
1+-2 Good Fair, ifluety, butyric Good Pair 
5-1 Good Fair Good Good 
5-2 Good Fair, rauBty Poor Fair 
6-1 Good Good Good Poor, butyrio 
6-2 Good Fair, musty Good Poor, butyric, musty 
7-1 Poor Very poor Poor Fair 
7-2 Poor Fair, slightly rousty Good Fair 
8-1 Fair Good Good Good 
8-2 Good Pair, rausty, green, bitter Good Good 
9-1 Pair Fair, muaty, elightly bitter Good Fair, Blighrbly butyric 
9-2 Good Good Good Fair 
10-1 poor Poor, very butyric Good Pair 
10-2 Good Good Good Fair, musty 
11-1 Poor Poor, very butyric Good Fair 
11-2 Good Good Fair Pair, slightly musty 
12-1 Pair Good Good Good 
12-2 Good Good Good Good 
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and pronounced protooljrtic exliibitod good flavor developraont in none of 
the trials J vfhile the flavor T.'as fair in one and poor in twoj seven 
cheese ripened by pronoimood lipolytic and proteolytic molds shovred 
good flavor developiaent in none of the trials, fair in throe tmd poor in 
four. 
Nino cheese in the group were inoculated xvith five cultures 
of !-'« roquoforti and these showed good mold development in seven instanc­
es, fair in two and poor in none; one cheese inoculated with 
P» chrysogonum showed poor growthi six cheese inoculated with three cul­
tures of P, gorgonzola exhibited good growth in two instances, fair in 
two and poor in two instances} one cheese ripened by F» stilton shovrad 
good g^o^vth} and one cheese inoculated vdth an unidentified Penicillium 
showed fair mold development. The cheese ripened by P. roqueforti 
showed good flavor development in none, fair in five and poor in fivej 
one cheese ripened by P. chrysogenum showed poor flavor developmonti 
six cheese ripened by P. gorgonzola possessed good flavor in one, fair 
in one and poor in four; one cheese ripened by P. stilton showed good 
flavor developmentj tmd one cheese ripened with an unidentified 
Penicillium showed good flavor development. 
AfM;or a ripening period of 12 weeks the mold growth in 
eight cheese inoculated with slightly lipolytic and proteolTbic peni-
cillia was good in three instances, fair in one and poor in fourj throe 
cheese inoculated witli cultures which were moderately lipolytic and 
pronounced proteolytic exiiibited good mold growth in tv/o instances, fair 
in none and poor in onej when pronounced lipolytic and proteolytic 
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poaicillia wora inoculated, tho cheeae showed good mold grovrth in four 
iiistancoa, fair in threo and poor in none. Flayor davelopment in 'blie 
choeao ripened by the pronouncod lipoljrbic and proteolytic "^d the 
moderately lipolytic and pronounced proteolytic penicillia ivas bettor 
than in cheese ripened -vdth slightly lipolytic and proteolytic peni­
cillia* The flavor development in eight cheese ripened by slightly 
lipolytic and proteolytic penicillia was good in two instances, fair in 
three and poor in thraej all three cheese ripened by cultures which -K-ere 
moderately lipolytic and pronounced proteolytic showed fair flavor 
development} while cheese ripened vfith pronounced lipolytic and proteo­
lytic molds were good in four cases, fair in two and poor in one 
instance. 
Of the nine cheese inoculated with P» roqueforti, six 
showed good growth and three exhibited fair growthj one cheese inocu­
lated vdth P» chryeogenum showed poor gi'owthj tvro of the six cheese 
inoculated -with P» gorgonzola showed good growth, two exhibited fair 
grovrth and bvra shov/ed poor grovrthj one cheese inoculated with 
P« Stilton showed good groTrfchi and one cheese inoculated with an uni­
dentified Penicillium exhibited fair growth. The cheese ripened with 
P. roquefortl showed good flavor development in four instances, fair 
in four and poor in onej one cheese ripened with P« ohrysogeaum ahowed 
fair flavorj six cheese ripened by P» gorgonaola exhibited good flavor 
development in one, fair in two and poor in threej one cheese ripened 
by a culture of P« s til ton showed good flavor; vMlo one cheese ripened 
by an unidentified PoniolIlium showed fair flavor development. 
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Ghoopg iaoQulatod v/ibh agar plato oulturos and insj^ieotod aftor 16 and 
[t.3 v.'aeks 
After 16 weeks ripening the mold groivbh •vms fair in one and 
poor in one of the two cheese ripened by slightly lipolytic and proteo­
lytic penioilliaj one cheese inooulated vdth a moderately lipolybio and 
proteolytic culture showed fair growth; two oheese inooulated with a 
culture which was slightly lipolytic and proteolytic exhibited fair 
growth in one and poor in onej three oheese inooulated ivith a culture 
that was moderately lipolytic and pronounced proteolytic showed good 
growth in two and poor in onei nrfiile nine cheese inooulated with pro­
nounced lipolytic and proteolytic penicillia exhibited good growth in 
three, fair in two and poor in four. Oheese ripened with pjronounoed 
lipolytic and proteolytic penicillia showed somewhat better flavor 
development after 16 weeks ripening than those ripened with the less 
active molds* Two cheese ripened with slightly lipolytic and proteo­
lytic penicillia showed fair flavor developnenti one cheese ripened 
with a moderately lipolytic and proteolytic mold had a fair flavorj of 
two cheese ripened by slightly lipolytic and proteolytic oiiltures one 
showed fair and one poor flavor developmentt three oheese ripened by 
a moderately lipolytic and pronounced proteolytic mold showed fair 
flavcir development in one and poor in twoj while nine cheese ripened 
with pronoimoed lipolytic and proteolytic cultures exhibited good 
flavor development in two, fair in five and poor in two instances. 
The cheese were all inoculated with cultures of 
12i^  
roquofor^it Of bho l6 ohooao in -bho group, four ahov/ed good laold 
gi'ovrbh, six fair and six poor, Tho flavor of tho oheose was good in 
two iasbazices, fair in 11 and in. throa it was poor, 
Af^or l4B weeks ripening two ohoeso inoculated vd.th slightly 
lipoljrbic and proteolytic panicillia shov/od good mold growthj one 
choooe inoculated v/ith a aodoratoly lipolytic and proteolytic oultur-e 
shovmd good growth; two ohoosQ inoculated vdfch a slightly lipolytic and 
pronounced proteolytic mold oxliibited good grov.thj three cheee® inocu­
lated vdth laolds xvhich v.i3re laodorately lipolytic and pronounced pi'oteo-
lytic shov/ed good growth; and nine cheeee inoculated with pronounced 
lipolytic and proteolytic penicillin showed good gx'owth in eight, fair 
in on© and poor in none. 
The flavor of cheose ripened witla pronouiioed lipolytic and 
proteolytic penicillia me usually better than that of cheese ripened 
vdth the lesc active molds, 'fwo cheose ripened "by slightly lipolytic 
and proteolytic penicillia showed good flavor development in none, fair 
in one and poor in onej one cheese ripened by a laoderately lipolytic 
and proteolytic culture possoesod a good flavor; two cheese ripened 
vdth a slightly lipolytic and pronounced proteolytic mold showed good 
flavor in one and fair in one; two chcese inoculated vdth a moderately 
lipolytic and p^^^nounc0d proteolytic culture showed good flavor in one 
and fair in one; v,W.le nine cheese ripened by pronounced lipolytic and 
proteolytic penicillia exhibited good flavor development in six oases* 
fair in i-vro and poor in one instanoe. 
Of the 16 cheese inooulatad with 11 cultures of 
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I-, rsjciual'arbij 15 sbx.xed ijood and ona fair ijro'nkii, I'iiu Tlavor vjua 
:iood ia niiia, fail* iu five and poor iu -bwo ohease. 
Ghaeao inoovLLatod \yith dry broad mold cultursa and inspootod attor 8 
and 18 weeks 
After 3 7/09ks oheese iaooulatod with slightly lipolytic and 
protaolytio peaicillia usually showed poorer niold grovrbh tiiaii those 
inooulatod viith proaounood lipolytio and proteolybio luolda. Mold 
grovrfch in 10 ohaeae ripened v/itlx alightly lipolytio and proteolytic 
psuicillia ima good in five instances, fair in one and poor iu four 
oaaos; II4. cheese inoculated -.vith pronounced lipolytio and pi\5teolytio 
penicillia shov/ad good grovrbh in 12 cases, fair in two and poor in 
none. Cheese ripened by siightly lipolytio and x^roteolytic penioillia 
ahov/od loss satisfactory flavor dovelopiaent tlian tlioue ripened -with 
pronouncod lipolytio and paroteolyfcic siolds. Flavor developient in 
cheesG ripened by slightly lipolytio and pi-oteolytio peuicillia was 
good in throe oases, fair in four and poor in three; cheese ripened by 
pronouncod lipolytic and protoolybio ponicillia ahov/ed good flavor 
developuiont in nine instances, fair in five and poor in none. 
TiVBnty chaes© in the group •were inoculated v/ith 10 cultures 
of P« roquoforbit of tliase 16 showed good, two fair ajid two poor mold 
grovrfclii tvvo cheese inoculated v/itli P« ahov/ed poor growbhj 
xrhilc two cheese inoculated with ?» atilton exliibited fair grovrbh. The 
flavor devolopinent in cheese ripened with P> roqueforti was good in I7 
instanoQB, fair in six and poor in bv/oj t"wo oheeae ripened with 
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P« gorgonzola showsd fair flavor in one aiid poor in one instance; while 
two cheese ripened with P» stilton exhibited fair flavor development. 
After 18 weeks ripening cheese inoculated with pronounced 
lipolytic and proteolytic penicillia usually showed better mold growth 
than those ripened with slightly lipolytic eoad proteolytic molds. The 
lU cheese inoculated with pronounced lipolytic and proteolytic peni­
cillia showed good mold growth in 13 instances, fair in one and poor in 
nonej whereas 10 cheese inoculated with slightly lipolytic and proteo­
lytic cultures exhibited good growth in seven instances, fair in one 
and poor in two# Cheese ripened with pronoimced lipolytic and proteo­
lytic pexiicillia generally showed batter flavor development than those 
ripened by the less active molds# The flavor of cheese ripened by the 
pronounced lipolytic and pronounced proteolytic penicillia was good in 
soven cases, fair in five and poor in twoi while the flavor of cheese 
ripened by slightly lipolytic cultures was good in one and fair in nine 
instances. Culture 15, a pronounced lipolytic and proteolytic culture, 
v/as used in both instances when the ripened cheese possessed a poor 
flavor, which was described as being butyric and musty. 
The 20 cheese inoculated with 10 cultures of P. rogueforti 
showed good mold development in 19 instances and fair growth in onej 
two cheese inoculated with a culture of P. gorgonaola exhibited good 
mold growth; while two cheese inoculated with P. stilton showed good 
growth in one and poor in one case* Flavor development in cheese 
ripened with P. rogueforti was good in seven, fair in 11 and poor in 
two instances; the flavor of tvfo cheese ripened by P. gorgonaola was 
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fair; v/hil© the flavor of tivo cheese riponod vrfLth P« stiltoa vrae good 
in. one instance and fair in ono. 
From the data presented in table XX it is evident that the 
lipolytic and proteolytic activities of various ponicillia had a 
general effect on the ripeonlng of blue cheese* as shorn by the flavor 
developed in the cheese during ripening. Cheese ripened with pro­
nounced lipolytic and proteolybic penicillia generally ehowed better 
mold grorrbh and ripened earlier ifith the development of a good flavor 
than those ripened vdth the less active molds. During tho early stages 
the cheese ripened by the pTOnounced lipolytic and proteolytic peni­
cillia usually possessed bitter and green flavors, but these tended to 
disappear and good flavor usually resulted. Cheese ripened with the 
slightly lipolytic and proteolytic penicillia frequently shov/ed poor 
mold groirtii and flavor dovolopmont. However, the results were not 
alxvays consistent since in a few instances certain pronounced lipolytic 
and proteolytic penicillia resulted in cheese with poor flavor# 
It is also evident that there was marked variation in the 
flavor of cheese ripened by different strains of penicillia. Cheese 
ripened by cultures of P, roqueforti usually showed good mold growth 
but not always good flavor development, some cheese were fair and 
others were of poor flavor. Cheese ripened by a culture of 
P» chrysogenum resulted in poor growth and flavorj cheese ripened with 
P. gorgonaola showed from good to poor growth and usually from fair to 
poor flavori one culture of P, stilton usually produced good growth and 
from good to fair flavor in tho cheese} and one culture of an 
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unidentified PenloiIlium resulted in fair growth and flavor. 
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DISCUSSIOH 
Tha greater peroepbibility of lipolysis of butterfa-fa and 
cottonseed oil by oartaiii ponloillia vrkth tho nilo bluo aulfato than 
with the natural fat taolmiquo v;as apparently duo to tho intense color 
imparted to the fat by the nile bluo sulfate vfhioh gave a sharp con­
trast between the uniiydrolyzed and the hydrolyzed fat. Although the 
natural fat teolmique resulted in largor mold colonies, due to tho 
toxic action of nile blue sulfate, the unoolored fat globules 
(unhydrolyzed and hydrolyaed) were relatiTely inconspicuous against the 
variously colored background of the culture gi-owth. Only the pro­
nounced lipolytic molds gave results vviiich v/ere sufficiently conspicu­
ous BO that definite measurement of the extent of lipolysis could be 
made, v^hereas some of the moderately and all of the slightly lipolytic 
cultures showed negative lii>olytio activities •vdth the natural fat 
technique. Culture 1 waB typical vdth regard to this ohai-acteristicj 
it was moderately lipolyfcio lalth nile blue aulfato but nonlipolytio 
with the natural fat technique* 
The modified nil© blue sulfate technique v/ould be expected 
to give more conspicuous results than the natural fat teclmique in 
detecting lipolytic activities of tlie penioillia. The flooding pro­
cedure facilitated the examination of fat globules under tho central 
part of the colony. The dye (l part nile blue sulfate to 1000 parts 
50 per cent alcoholic solution) also stained tho fat globules 
intonaaly; thia facilitated the ajianiaatioa of -bhoai for ovidanoe of 
iipolysis. 
Although varied concoatrations of butterfat or oottousaad 
QHiulsious ia tho nodia had no apgi'ooiahlo offoct on tho lipoljrbio 
aotivitios of various ponicillia, uniform disperaiona vrera ssseivbial 
for evaluating tho different ourburesj culturos T?hich sho\7Qd uniform 
lipolyeis -vdth tho usual fat disporsions gave nonunifona Iipolysis i-dien 
exooaoivo ooncaatrations of fat tforo employed in tho nodia# 
Tho relatively oonopiouous protoolyais ohtainod Mrith 
cortain ponicillia cultures on Czapok's solution Kiilk agar at 28" C,, 
as compared vrlth incoiispicuouB results at lowar tsraparatures, rre.s duo 
primarily to greater enzyme activity at tho higher teaporature. "fihile 
active pi-otoolyois likely occurred at 20® C., it did not progreat; as 
rapidly ae the culture gro\vth and tho proteolyaod area v/as obscured by 
the colonies. IPhe sIotj- of the molds at 28* 0., as compared vrith 
20° C., showed that the optiraum growth temperature had boon exceeded. 
The carbon dioaddo teolmique for deteirmining tiio proteo-' 
lytic activities of cerbain ponicillia coiisistently gave the more 
satiefactoiy results ivhen coiapared with the acidified milk agar pro­
cedure. In some instancee cerbain cultures showed only slight proteo­
lysis of skim milk udth the acidified inilk agar technique, yrhile they 
•wore pronounced pi-oteolytic vdbh the carbon dioxide procedure. 
The failure to obtain evidence of pi'oteolysis on boof in­
fusion jnilk agar auggeats that the good supply of nitrogonoufi nutrients 
vdth beef infusion itiakes the hydrolysis of casein less nsoeoaary. 
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Vfhether the oultures ware iuoubated in the air or in an atmoephere oon* 
sisting almost entirely of carbon dioxide* unsatisfactory results were 
obtained* Since the cultures did not grow as rapidly on beef infusion 
as on Ozapek's agar, the difficulty apparently cam not be attributed to 
the colony growth obscuring the' proteolyzed area. 
It is evident that relatively wide differences existed in 
the lipolytic aotivities of various cultures. Since the penicillia 
have been classified mainly on the basis of their morphological oharao« 
teristics, physiological variations among different cultures of a 
species would be expected* Consequently, it was not surprising that 
cultures of P> roqueforti obtained from different sources varied with 
respect to their lipolytic activities* Although striking similarities 
in the lipolytic activities were eschibited by soma cultures, none 
showed identical reactions* In gmeral, cultuiros which were moderately 
and pronounced lipolytic on butterfat and cottonseed oil showed 
similar reactions on the different triglycerides* Cejrfcain penicillia 
which were negatively lipolytic on butterfat and cottonseed oil wore 
pi^jnounced lipolytic on some of the lower, readily hydrolyrable tri­
glycerides* However, their lipolytic aotivltles decreased rapidly as 
the molecular weights of the triglycerides increased* 
It was of interest to note the variation in the apparent 
toxicity of different triglycerides toward various peniolllia* It 
seemed probable that this effect was not due to the triglycerides but 
rather to the acids set free by them* In general the lower tri­
glycerides exhibited the greatest toxic effect on the molds but in 
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oejrtain instancee some of the higher triglycerides exerted marked toxio 
influence, HoweTer, all of the molda did not react similarly toward 
the triglycerides, While the grovrbh of some cultures was markedly in­
hibited, others showed normal development* 
Inspection of individual hutterfat and cottonseed oil 
globules suggested that many (especially with certain cultures) had 
Tjndergone some lipolysis vdthout the aooompaaying change in color from 
pink to "blue with the nile blue sulfate technique. The globules were 
surrounded by a tenacious pellicle emd they ranged in color from peaoh 
red to purple. The failure of fat globules to show the characteristic 
color change may have been due to a dissipation of the oxasine form of 
the nile blue sulfate by the mold mycelixuii since examination of the 
medixua underneath the colonies showed it was praotict-lly devoid of 
color. The dissipation of color from the medium became more pronounced 
as the cultures aged. In view of these observations it seemed advis­
able, in the study of the lipolytic activities of various peaioillia on 
butterfat and cottonseed oil, to carefully inspect individual fat 
globules for minor color changes end also for the presence of a 
pellicle. 
The disappearance of some of the lower triglyceirides upon 
lipolysis by the penioillia was primarily due to the solubility of the 
lower fatty aoids and glycerol in the medium. The solubility of the 
fatty aoids decreases with increased molecular weight and this is re­
flected in the comparatively slow disappearanoe of some of the 
globules* 
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It Is eirident that the lipolytic aotivitios of various 
penicillia are affeotsd to a marked degree by certain gases. The de­
creased lipolybic activities of the cultures inculcated in an atmosphere 
which consisted of 3 parts of air aiid 1 part of carbon dioxide, as oom,-
pared with the cultures grown in a nontial air supply« was to be ex­
pected since carbon dioxide retarded development of the molds. The 
effect of carbon dioxide on lipolysis by the penicillia is probably of 
importance with respect to cheese ripening since an aooumulation of the 
gas in cheese durinj* ripening would be expected to retard mold growth, 
with consequent diminished rate of fat decomposition. However, 
nitrogen accelerated the growth and lipolytic activities of various 
penicilliaj this was most pronounced when cultures v/ere incubated in 
an atmosphere which consietod of 3 parts of air and 1 part nitrogen and 
lose pronounced in a mixture of 3 parts carbon dioxide and 1 part 
nitrogen. It did not seem possible that the penicillia which are known 
to be aerabic would be able to grow in the absence of oaygen. It 
seemed probable that with the methods employed in removing the air from 
the bell jars, in which the cultures were grown, some air may have re­
mained in the petrt dishes; this in addition to the oxygen Tidiioh may 
have been contained in the medium was possibly sufficient to support 
the mold growth. 
Appajrently wide differences existed in the proteolytic 
activities of various penicillia. Since the cultures ranged from 
slightly to pronounced proteolytic, the relative activities of various 
penicillia would be expected to play an Important role with respect to 
I5i<. 
the texture of the I'ipoaed cheese. 
It is evideat tliat the dry bread culture method was the 
most effective ia establishing the molds in blue cheese, nrfien this pro­
cedure tvaB compared with the agar slope and the agar plate culture 
methods, The failure of the slope and agar plate culture methods 
of inoculation to establish the inoculated molds in cheese %mB due to 
the relatitrely small number of spores in comparison v/ith the qtmntity 
of curd inoculated. Some cultures which shov/ed heavy apore formation 
became established in the cheese in some instancea when inoculated from 
agar slope or plate cultures. The penicillia wore effectively im­
planted when cheese were inoculated vdth dry bread cultures, since these 
contained relatively large numbers of spores. 
Irrespective of the method of inooulation, ceirtain cheese 
contained contaminating types of penicillia. In some cheese these were 
predominant, while in others they constituted a small minority. Fre­
quently, more than one type of contaminating mold was found in the 
ripened cheese. It is not surprising various contaminating molds 
should be present in the ripened cheese, since they were made from raw 
milk which undoubtedly contained various types of molds. Prom the 
standpoint of ohoese ripening, it is apparently essential to employ 
heaT/y inoculations of mold culture in the curd in order to obtain early 
predominance of the inoculated molds in the cheese and to prevent the 
development of objectionable flavors from the contaminating molds 
present in tho curd prior to tPie inoculation. 
Variations in response to the growth environment with 
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different oultureB aro to be expectod, since it is quite possible that 
some cultures ai*e more seotisitive than others to tho concentrations of 
carbon diostido imd sodiuxa chloride in cheese# The cultures were not 
consistent vdth respect to the grotsth in cheese. A culture exhibited 
good grovrbh in one cheese while in another cheese, usually from a dif­
ferent trial, mold dovelopment was poor. Such variation in growth by 
the some culture may have been due to differences in the texture of the 
cheese. Poor growth ms frequently notod in close textux-sd cheese. 
Although poor mold growth vjas occasionally found vd.th cultures of 
P. roqueforti, it vfas much raore frequent vd.th P. gorgongola; this may 
have been due to definite differonces in tho sensitivity of the tvro 
apeoios to tho environmental ooaditions in cheese. One culture, 
P. chrysogenum, grew wall in cheese but the grovrbh was atypical vdth 
reepoct to blue cheese and, therefore, the culture vras regarded as 
showing poor growbh. 
That tho lipolytic and proteolytic activities of various 
penicillia should affect the ripening of blue cheese is to be expected, 
since flavor development is believed to bo associated with the decompo­
sition of fats and proteins through the activities of lipase and 
protease, respectively. Tho bitter and green flavor sometimes noted 
during j'ipening in cheese inoculated with pronounced lipolytic and 
proteolytic penicillia is probably an essential characteristic of such 
cultares and indicates rapid decomposition of fat and protein 
accompanied by an accumulation of the decomposition products in the 
cheese. Such flavor suggests a rapid acouiaulatlon. of ftitty acids and 
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ae conditions booam© loss favorable for mold gro-wrfch, the acids were 
oxidized to the respective methyl ketones, thus resulting in early 
ripening* 
Variation in the ripening of blue cheese vdth different 
strains of P« roguefortl -was primarily due to the marked Tariations in 
their lipolytic and proteolytic activities* However, the results were 
not alimys consistent, since in a few instances ceirfcain pronounced 
lipolytic cultures frequently resulted in poor cheese. Evidence of 
this was noted with cultures 15 and 23, these were strikingly similar 
with respect to their colony characteristics and their lipolytic and 
proteolytic activities, yet they e^diibited marked variation in regard 
to cheese ripeningj culture 15 usually insulted in poor flavor, while 
culture 25 quite consisteaitly produced good flavor in the ripened 
cheese* Cultures of P» gorgongola seemed to be relatively slow in 
ripening the blue cheese; this was probably associated with the alight 
lipolytic activities of these molds. P» stilton usually resulted in 
good cheese; although this mold showed no evidence of causing hy­
drolysis of butterfat and tricaproin, it was moderately lipolytic on 
the different triglycerides* P. stilton also showed good mold growth 
in the cheese* In view of these observations it would seen that the 
selection of mold cultures for blue oheese ripening should be made 
on the basis of strain rather than species. 
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SUMMART AND CONCLUSIONS 
1« The lipolysis of butterfat and cottonseed oil by 
various panicillia ms more readily detected with the nile blue sulfate 
technique than with the natural fat technique. Although the natural 
fat technique ree\ilted in the greater colony growth, the nile blue sul­
fate techaaique usually gave the more distinct differentiation between 
the tmlxydrolyzed and the hydrolysod fat, 
2. The modified nile blue sulfate technique for determin­
ing the lipolytic activities of various penicillia on butterfat and 
cottonseed oil gave a more distinct differentiation between the un-
hydrolyzed and the hydrolyzod fat than the natuml fat techniqae* 
3, TIo appreciable difference in effect on the detection of 
lipolysis by various penicillia was noted when 0*5 "J-* or 1«0 ml. of a 
3 per cent fat emulsion was used per plate (15 ml. agar). However, 
when 1.5 Jul. fat emulsion ime used the uniformity of lipolysis ms 
affected. 
i|« With the nile blue sulfate technique for determining 
lipolysis of butterfat by certain penicillia, the best results were 
obtained when the media contained 1 part of dye in 15,000 or 20,000 
parts of agar. Higher concentrations of the dye caused marked 
inhibition of mold growth, while lower concentrations failed to color 
the fat properly. 
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5* Proteolysis was mor® readily detected on Czapok's 
solution milk agar inhen the cultures ivere inoubatedj 
a. At 28" C« rather than at 21* or 12" C* 
b. At 21® C. in the air h days followed by 1+ days 
in on atmosphere charged with carbon dioxide 
rather than at 21° C. in air for 6 days or 8 
days* 
6. At 21* C, proteolysis w&b more readily detected on 
Czapek's solution milk agar than on boef infusion milk agar Trtxen the 
cultures were incubated I4. days in the air followed hy U dsys in carbon 
dioxide, or when they were grown for 8 days in carbon dioxide. 
7# Somewhat more clear cut results were obtained vd.th the 
carbon dioxide technique (incubation on Ctapek's solution milk agar 
with incubation at 21' C. for i+ days followed by U days in carbon 
dioxide) in the detection of proteolysis than with the acidified milk 
agar technique. 
8. There was considerable variation in the lipolyfcic 
activities of various penicillia on butterfat and cottonseed oil, as 
determined by "the natural fat and the nile blue sulfate techniques. 
According to the ratio of the colony size to the extent of lipolysis 
T 
(-JJ- value) and the intensity and uniformity of lipolysis, the cultures 
ranged from nonlipolytic to very pronounced lipolytic. 
9. There was considerable variation in tlie lipolytic 
activities of various penicillia on different triglycerides, according 
to the nile blue sulfate technique. Only a few cultures showed 
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lipolyois of bripropionin, ivhilo all readily hydrolyzed bributyrin and 
brivalerin. As the molecular v/eights of the triglycerides increased, 
variations in lipolytic activities of the cultures 'became more con-
spicuoufl. SoEie cultures shov/ed gradual declines in their lipolytic 
activities, whereas others declined sharply on the triglycerides •be­
ginning 'Adth tricaproin. tVMlo most cultures were actively lipolytic 
on the triglycerides from ti'i'outyrin up to and irxcluding tricaprin, 
several showed no lipolysis with trilaurin. 
10. There v/aa conaiderable variation In the toxic effect 
of different triglycerides on various panicillia. In general, the 
triglycoi^des that exhibited the most pronounced tojdcity, in the order 
of their effect, vrere tripropionin, tributyrin, trivalerin, tricaprin, 
trilaurixi, triaiyristirs, and tripalinitin. The least toxic were tri-
heptylin, tricaproin, tricaprylin and triolein, 
11. The lipolytic activities of various penicillia on 
butterfat v/ere retarded -when the cultures were grovm in an atmosphere 
consistiiig of 3 parts air and 1 part carbon dioxide, whilo their 
activities were markedly accelei-ated in 3 parts air and 1 part nitrogen 
and alightly accelerated in 3 parte car'bon dioxide and 1 part nitrogen. 
12. The lipolytic activities of various penicillia on 
butterfat declined slightly I'/hen J4. per cent sodiujn chloride v/as added 
to the raedium, 
13• Certain penicillia showed greater lipolytic action on 
cottonseed oil whan the cultures were incubated at 25° C» than at 9" '''° 
10® C»| more rapid saold growth also occurred at the higher temperature# 
iJbo 
lU* There was oonsidorablo variation in the proteolytic 
activities of various penioiXlia, as determined by the acidified milk 
agar and the carbon dioxide techniques. There -viue a general agreement 
between the results obtained Td-th the two tachiiiques. 
15» The rates of groTsth and of proteolysis of certain 
penicillia were affected by different gro\yth conditions. Iha cultures 
grow more slowly but sho^ved (jreator proteolybic activities in air at 
23** C. than at 19* or 12® C.j the cultures vrere somewhat retarded in 
groarth but proteolysis was unaffooted when grovm at 28® C« in an 
atmosphere in which 10 per cent of the air load been replaced by carbon 
dioxide; culture grovrfch and proteolysis at 23" C« •wore almost stopped 
in an atmosphere xrhich consisted principally of carbon dioxide; growth 
ms usually unc.ffectsd but proteolysis was slightly accelerated at 
28° C. in an atmosphere consisting for the most part of nitx'ofsen, 
16. The inoculation of cheese curd -with dry bread cultures 
of penicillia was tho only satisfactory method of establishing the 
penicillia in choeso. Susponoiono of spores from agar slope or plate 
cultures failed to introduce a sufficient number of mold spores for 
establishment of tho inoculated cultures. 
17. Blue choaao ripened 7/1th pronouncod lipolytic and 
proteolytic penicillia usually showed bettor mold grovrth and earlier 
development of a good flavor than those ripened by less active molds. 
The bitter and greon flavors often found, during the early period of 
x'ipenin^;, in cheese ripened vrith the pranounced lipolytic and proteo­
lytic penicillia gradually disappeared, and good flavors usually 
lia 
resulted. When the oheesso wore ripened with slightly lipolytic raid 
proteolytic penicillia, thoy frequently showed poor mold growth and 
flavor doYelopeneait* Hov/ever, the results were not always consistent 
since in & few instances certain pronounced lipolytic and proteolytic 
psnioillia resulted in cheese v.dth poor flavor* 
18» There were inarked variations in the flavors of cheese 
riponed -.iribh different strains of penicillia. Cheese ripened irith 
P. roquoforti usually showed good mold growth taut not al\mys good 
flavor* Cheese ripenod with a ouliiire of F« chiysogenmn shov;ed poor 
Srovrth a:!id flavor; cheese ripened with P« gorgongola ohov/ed from good 
to poor groxrth and usually froin fair to poor flavorj one culture of 
P« atilton usually produced good groiivth and from good to fair flavor 
in tlae ohoosoj wlille one culture of an uuidentiilod Ponlcillium gave 
fair groT.Tth and flavor. 
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